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Introduction To Powers

Powers come in many shapes and forms. When you cast a spell, pray for healing, invoke nature 
on your behalf, make a special attack with a battleaxe, or use some special feature of your race you 
are using a Power. Powers are more than just magic spells; weapons and shields can have Powers, your 
very hands can perform Powers, even when you craft a potion you are using a Power. Almost anything 
you do in combat that isn't a Movement Action or Basic Attack is considered a Power. 

Reading the POWERBLOCK

LIGHTNING BOLT:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 125
DURATION:  Instant   

You shoot a bolt of lightning from your hand.
I: 1d4 Lightning Damage

II:  2d4 Lightning Damage 
III:  3d4 Lightning Damage

In this example we are looking at the POWERBLOCK for the Lightning Bolt spell.  It begins simply 
enough: with its name. The second line shows the cost and prerequisite for the spell to succeed. AP is 
the amount of Action Points you must have available to cast the spell. SP is how many Stamina Points 
the spell costs to cast.  CHECK shows you the prerequisite to cast the spell. In this case you must check 
your INT roll against the Target's AGI roll.  TARGET tells you who or what you can cast the spell on, 
including the range in feet. The next line has a description of what the spell does. This may be strictly 
flavor text, but often additional rules and guidelines for the power can be found here as well.  The 
next three lines are led with I, II, or III. This shows the effects of a successfully cast spell at its three 
different levels. Higher levels of a Power may add extra effects or change the effects and stats of the 
Power.

AP:  This amount of AP must be spent immediately in order to start the Power or begin the spell. It is 
not refunded if the Power fails. Consider this the amount of time it takes for you to perform the 
power.  Powers that target enemies usually cost 4 AP, and Powers that are more utility in nature 
usually cost 3 AP. Especially complicated or simple Powers may cost more or less. Usually you will pay 
for this AP cost on your turn, but sometimes a Power will allow you to use it when it is not your turn, 
such as a reaction to another creature's actions. In such a case you would debit the AP from your next 
turn's allotment of Action Points. Remember, AP resets to max at the end of each turn. Thus, you do 
not need to “save” AP points between rounds in order to cast reactionary powers.



SP:  This amount of SP must be spent immediately in order to start the Power or being the spell. It is 
not refunded if the Power fails. Consider this the amount of energy, magical power, or mental and 
physical stress that performing the Power requires. The more complicated or draining the Power the 
higher the SP cost will be. A few powers have an “Upkeep” cost, which means you must pay the SP 
cost each round that the Power persists. Under normal circumstances a Power continues for its entire 
duration after only paying the SP cost once.  Note: Some Powers at higher levels may change the SP 
cost, or offer additional effects for higher SP costs. The initial cost must always be paid first unless 
otherwise stated in the POWERBLOCK.

CHECK:  This is the prerequisite for casting the spell. These come in two types: An Active Check or a 
Passive Check.  Whenever a check is labeled as in the Lightning Bolt example above it means that you 
must make an Active Check against a DC or opponents roll. These are always labeled as STAT vs STAT. In 
the above example you would make an INT roll plus any applicable bonuses and check it against the 
AGI roll or static defense of an enemy or other opponent. If you get a higher result, the spell was a 
success. A tie during an active check always goes to the Defender, unless specifically stated otherwise 
in the Power.  A Passive Check is written out like so:  INT 4+.  This would mean that you must have an 
INT Score of 4 or higher to perform the Power. Generally with a Passive Check, the Power is 
automatically a success if you meet the minimum requirement.  In most circumstances you will not 
attempt a Power that you do not have the proper Attribute Score to meet the Passive Check, as you 
would pay the AP and SP and then fail, but occasionally other circumstances may allow you to pass 
such as a bonus from an item or from an Ally's Power.  NOTE: Passive Checks reference your Attribute 
SCORE, not the result of a roll from your Attribute Die.  Active Checks use results from your die rolls.

TARGET:  This tells you who or what you can use the Power on, and/or where you can use it. This 
includes the range of the Power if applicable. The above example states “One Creature in 125.”  This 
means the target is only one creature and that creature must be within 125 feet of you. Several 
different terms are used to describe the target and range, each with their own rules. The following are 
explanations of those terms.

Targeting Rules for People, Animals, and Objects:  When targeting a specific person or item with a 
Power (as opposed to just an area of the battlefield) you must have Line-Of-Sight and Line-Of-Effect to 
the person or item.

Line-Of-Effect: Your spell or power must be able to move from your location (or its location of origin if 
its origin is not you) to the location of the target without being interrupted by other objects or magical 
energies. Usually Line-Of-Effect is the same as Line-Of-Sight, but sometimes invisible force fields or 
other effects disrupt Line-Of-Effect even if you can see the target.  Earshot is a type of Line-Of-Effect 
that describes a distance in which a creature can hear noise from the Point of Origin of the sound.

Line-Of-Sight:  You must be able to physically see the target in order to have Line-Of-Sight. Light levels, 
objects in your way, or other forms of concealment may eliminate your Line-Of-Sight. If you are 
Blinded for example, you do not have Line-Of-Sight. A creature may be invisible which would block 
Line-Of-Sight but still allow Line-Of-Effect. 



Creature:  A creature is any living thing, whether it is an enemy or an ally, or even yourself. Be careful 
when casting spells or using Powers that target All Creatures, as your allies can be hurt by these as 
well. Sometimes creatures are neither enemies nor allies, and instead are just passive bystanders.

Ally:  An ally is any PC or NPC that is currently in your party and not under control of an enemy.  Your 
fellow party members, their followers, and any NPC that has temporarily joined you for a quest can be 
considered allies. Friendly bystanders do not count as allies unless they are actively helping you 
complete your goals. An enemy that has been charmed or otherwise is under the control of you or an 
ally is also considered an ally. You are also a viable target for Powers that target an Ally.

Enemy:  An enemy is any creature that is not your ally or a passive bystander. Powers that target 
enemies will not hurt your friends or innocents.

Self:  Self always refers to you alone, and a Power with a target of Self cannot be cast on another 
creature, even an ally, unless specifically stated so in the description.

Targeting Rules for Areas, Spaces, and Locations:  When not specifically targeting a creature or object 
you often need only have either Line-Of-Effect OR Line-Of-Sight, depending on the Power, and rarely 
neither.

Point of Origin:  Although not always explicitly referenced, every Power has a Point of Origin. Usually it 
is the space you are occupying, or the space that you are targeting. There are different rules for how 
the Point of Origin is decided and if it is valid or not depending on the other terms listed below.

Area:  An area is listed in feet and has 3 dimensions. The first listed is always width, the second listed is 
always depth, and the third listed is always height.  Sometimes only two dimensions are listed, such as 
10x10. In such cases it is always assumed that the height is 5 feet.  Area 20x25x10 means that the 
Power takes place in a cube that is 20 feet wide, 25 feet in depth, and 10 feet high.  The point of origin 
for an Area Power can be an 5x5x5 space within the area. You must have Line-Of-Effect to the Point of 
Origin, but you need not have Line-Of-Effect to the remainder of the Area. For example, you could cast 
a spell that affects the floor around the corner of a room as long as the Point of Origin is a space that 
you can see and reach with the spell, such as the area in front of an open doorway. The entire Area 
need not have Line-Of-Effect. Partial walls, rocks, trees, and other objects can fall within the Area and 
block certain spaces but uninterrupted areas continue within their full bounds.

Aura:  An Aura is the space all around the Point of Origin, which is usually you. An Aura 5 means that it 
encompasses the spaces within 5 feet of the space the aura originates in. On a grid, an Aura 5 takes up 
the 8 squares all around the origin square. For a real-world example, look at the 5 on a 10-key pad on 
your computer keyboard. The other numbers (not counting 0) fall within Aura 5 of the 5 key.  Auras 
move with the caster or target creature when they move. Creatures that fall into an Aura when the 
Aura moves get a chance to save against the effects. Creatures that move into an Aura are 
automatically affected by it.



Reach:  Reach is how far you can touch or strike a creature with your hands or a melee weapon. This is 
almost always 5 feet, but pole weapons and some other effects can extend reach farther. Generally 
you must be adjacent to something in order for it to be in Reach.

Location: Similar to Spaces, but more abstract or precise. A specific leaf on a tree, the chimney in the 
distance, or the very bottom of a door frame are examples of a Location that are not necessarily a 
Space.

Space:  A Space is a representation of a 5x5x5 area on a grid, or otherwise simply the place that a 
normal sized creature occupies. A Target of Space Within 20 just means an area 5x5x5 or one square 
on a grid that is within 20 feet of the caster. An Open Space means that no creature or large object is 
occupying that area.

Wall:  A Wall is measured in 3 dimensions the same way that an Area is. The only difference is that a 
Wall must fall in an unbroken line and cast in a completely open space. Walls cannot be cast “over” 
creatures or divided by objects, etc. the way Areas can be.

Targeting Rules for Distance and Range:  The final number in a Target description indicates the 
maximum range for the Power. For example Area 10x10 in 100 means that the Point of Origin for that 
Power can fall anywhere between your space and a space 100 feet away, but the area cannot extend 
beyond the maximum range even if the Point of Origin would cause it to.  Such cases may result in a 
smaller area, as the remainder of the Area would be cut off by the Power's maximum range. If an Area 
or other Target description does not list a range or distance, the Point of Origin begins in a square 
occupied by the spellcaster.

DURATION:  This tells you for how long the effect of the Power will last, or when it is activated. 
Usually the time is listed in Turns or Rounds, but may also be tracked in Minutes, Hours, or Days. 
When an effect is not ongoing but instead happens once and then ends, the Duration may tell you 
when to activate it.

Turn:  This indicates the point of a Round in which the spellcaster or target takes their actions. An 
effect that lasts “until your next turn” ends at the beginning of your next turn. If an effect is meant to 
last through the end of your next turn or dissipate at the end of your current turn the Power will say 
so. “Turn” is often used when the Duration is intended to be dictated by the Initiative of a specific 
creature instead of by an entire round of combat.

Round: This indicates an entire rotation of turns by every participant in the encounter. For the sake of 
Duration, a Round begins as soon as the Power is activated, and ends at the beginning of the next turn 
of the creature that is currently active. You can potentially use a Power outside of your turn that lasts 
through your next turn if the Duration is counted in Rounds.



Concentration:  This means that the effect can continue for as long as you like, but you must pay the 
Concentration Cost at the beginning of each turn. Concentration Costs are always AP, taking up part of 
your action on your turn. You do not have to pay the SP cost each round to maintain the effect. 
Concentration 3 for example means that at the beginning of your turn you will pay 3 AP to maintain 
the effect, and it will continue until your next turn or until you drop your Concentration. If you do not 
pay the AP cost, the effect immediately ends. Concentration has a few special rules: You may only 
have one Concentration Power active at once. If at any point you take damage your Concentration 
Power immediately ends. You may elect to drop Concentration at any time.

Immediate Reaction:  This means that the Power can be triggered by certain events even when it is 
not your turn. Usually you are reacting to being attacked by another creature, or a similar effect. AP 
paid for Immediate Reaction Powers is debited from your max for the round. AP resets at the end of 
your turn, so a reaction Power may leave you with less AP to take actions with on your next turn.

Instant:  Instant is the most common and straightforward Duration. It means that the effect happens 
immediately and then ends. An Instant Duration does not last beyond the moment that the Power is 
used. Secondary effects of an Instant Power can still linger, such as poison from a sword blade, but the 
sword blade is only striking once, not continuously, even if the poison lasts for several rounds.

One Encounter:  This means that the effect lasts from the moment you cast it until the moment you 
are out of the current combat encounter. Encounters usually end when all creatures from one side are 
eliminated or another objective is successfully met.

Permanent Feature:  This means that the Power is always active. Usually these Powers have an AP and 
SP cost of 0, since they are always happening and don't have to be specifically activated by you. You 
need only spend your Class Point on a Power with Permanent Feature in the Duration and you will 
have it forever.

LEVELS I, II, AND III:  This is what the Power does when you activate it. Purchasing a Power with a 
Class Point unlocks the Level I version of it. Each time you pay an additional Class Point into the same 
Power it levels up to the II or III versions. Read the description to see what changes are made from 
one level to another. The Power will tell you if some aspect changes, such as dealing more damage or 
increasing the range. Sometimes a completely new effect is added with a higher level. This means that 
everything in Level II (or III) happens in addition to the effects listed in Level I. If the Power uses the 
terms “changes to” or “now does” and the like, something is being altered from the previous level. In 
these circumstances the effects don't stack. For example, if a Level I spell deals 1d4 fire damage, and 
the Level II version says that it now deals 1D8 fire damage, you do not add the two levels together. 
However if the Level I says 1d4 fire damage and the Level II says it additionally deals 1d4 cold damage, 
both damages are added together because the initial effect was not “changed.” Even if you have 
unlocked Tiers II and III of a Power you may elect to activate it at a lower level. For example, Level III of 
a certain Power may add a Knockback feature to the attack. Perhaps pushing a creature back would be 
detrimental to you, so you choose to cast the spell at the Level II version. This downgrading is always 
allowed (although the costs will remain the same.)



Class Points and Powers

Powers are broken into TREES and SCHOOLS. There are 7 different trees: Racial, Physical, 
Arcane, Divine, Elemental, Psionic, Spirit.  Each TREE has several SCHOOLS that it governs. Elemental, 
for example, has Earth, Fire, Ice, Lightning, and Wind. These five SCHOOLS are part of the Elemental 
TREE. Each SCHOOL in turn has many different Powers that can be learned. Additionally, those Powers 
can be upgraded twice each.

CANTRIPS, SKILL PREREQUISITES, AND SPENDING CLASS POINTS 

CANTRIPS:

Every SCHOOL has a Cantrip Power associated with it. These are Powers that you can activate 
at any time without spending SP; You are so versed in them that they drain no energy from you. 
Whenever you take your first Power in a specific SCHOOL you also learn the Level I version of that 
SCHOOL's Cantrip Power for free. Whenever you level any Power in that SCHOOL up to its Tier II or III 
version, you automatically upgrade your Cantrip Power for that SCHOOL to the corresponding level. 

SKILL PREREQUISITES:

In order to draw from multiple SCHOOLS you must meet a Skill Prerequisite associated with 
that Power TREE. This is referred as Multi-Classing. Taking a Power in your first SCHOOL requires a Skill 
Prerequisite of at least 1. To advance into more you must have a score in the associated Skill that is 
equal to the amount of different SCHOOLS you are multi-classing into. In simple terms: Your Arcana 
Skill must be equal to the amount of ARCANE SCHOOLS you are drawing Powers from. Note: You can 
draw from as many TREES as you like without penalty.

ARCANE:   Arcana
DIVINE:   Religion
ELEMENTAL:   Lore
PSIONIC:   Psionics
SPIRIT:   Nature  (Perform can be used when multi-classing into Bard Songs)

PHYSICAL:  Athletics or Acrobatics (or a combination of both)

RACIAL:   Total Character Level
DEITY:   WIS Bonus

An example: You have a LORE SKILL of 1. You purchase a power from the FIRE SCHOOL (which is 
part of the ELEMENTAL TREE). You can now purchase as many FIRE spells as you wish. Later you decide 
you would like to get a few ICE Spells as well. The ICE SCHOOL is the 2nd SCHOOL you are multi-classing 
into under the ELEMENTAL TREE, so you must have a score of at least 2 in your LORE SKILL to do so.



AN'DROMER, BOGREN, DARK ELF (RACIAL)

AN'DROMER

COLLECTOR'S DILIGENCE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant

Your natural tendency to horde items and collect 
things of value has given you a keen eye and a 

patient demeanor.
I: You may reroll a check to search for an item or 

loot a chest or body.
II: You may reroll a check to appraise or identify 

an item, or find a use for a seemingly useless 
item.

III: You may add your LUK die to any of the above 
checks.

EXPANDED MIND:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant   

You increase the range on a spell, prayer, power, 
or ranged attack beyond that which other races 

are capable.
I: Range increases by INT Bonus x5 feet.
II: Range increases by INT Score x5 feet.

III:  Range is doubled (if larger.) If Psychic damage 
is dealt, double that damage.

GIANT STOMP:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  STR Bonus +3 vs CON 

TARGET: Attacking Creature in 5 
DURATION:  Immediate Reaction 

You stomp the ground with your giant feet, 
sending a shockwave through the earth toward a 

creature that is trying to attack you.
I: Creature does not attack, as it struggles to 

maintain its balance.
II: Creature falls prone. 

III: Creature takes STR Check bludgeoning 
damage.

BOGREN

LEAP-FROG:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You leap over an enemy that you are engaged 
with, or that is trying to attack you.

I: If you are within Reach of an enemy of Medium 
size or smaller, you may leap over them into an 
empty space on the other side of them without 

provoking opportunity attacks.
II: You may now use this power as an immediate 
reaction to a creature attacking you, granting you 

+2 to Melee and Ranged defense.
III: You now receive a +2 to the next attack made 

against the creature you leap-frog over.

SPIT ACID:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  DEX vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature In 15
DURATION: Instant 

You spit a ball of acid at your enemy, corroding 
their armor and dealing damage.

I: 1d3 Acid Damage.
II: 2d3 Acid Damage.
III: 3d3 Acid Damage

TONGUE LASH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in 5
DURATION: Instant 

You lash out with your long tongue, grasping at 
your enemy and dealing slashing damage.

I: Target is Grabbed. You can continue the grab as 
many rounds as you like for free, with the 

Creature making an Escape check vs your Grab 
check each round.

II: You are now precise enough to use your tongue 
to disarm your opponent, knocking the weapon, 
shield, or other item out of their hand instead of 

grabbing them.
III: You can now use your tongue to Trip an 

opponent. Grabs, Disarms, and Trips all deal the 
Target 1d4 slashing damage.

DARK ELF

DARK LUCK:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  LUK 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You seem to be luckier than those around you.
I:  You add your LUK Die to a Skill Check result. 

II: You add your LUK Die to a Defense Check 
result.

III:  You add your LUK Die to an Attack Check 
result.

FEINT:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

You perform a bluffing maneuver to take 
advantage of your adversary.

I: You make a Bluff Check vs your opponent's 
Sense Motive Check. If successful you gain a +2 to 

your melee attack.
II: Successful Feints now grant +2 to melee 

damage as well.
III: The Attack and Damage bonus are now equal 

to your Bluff Skill Score (if higher.)

UNCANNY DISENGAGE:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You are a master of both positioning in battle and 
appearing less threatening than others. 

I: Enemy that has multiple possible targets that 
include you will not target you.

II: Enemy that has been Disengaged will now 
suffer a -1 to all defenses against your next attack.

III:  Enemy that has been Disengaged will now 
suffer a -2 to all defenses against your next attack, 

or to the next attack by an ally before the 
beginning of your next turn.



DRAKORI, DWARF, GNOME (RACIAL)

DRAKORI

ARCANE DETECTION:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Aura 100
DURATION: One Minute   

Your natural awareness of arcana can manifest in 
a glowing outline around creatures, items, and 

locations of arcane origin.
I: All arcane magic items and creatures within 

eyesight and range are highlighted to your eyes.
II: Locations of spells, ongoing magical effects, 
and innately arcane power-locations are now 

illuminated, including trails of arcane dust from 
recent creatures and magic users in the last hour.
III:   This effect now works through walls and solid 

material, and traces remain for up to INT Check 
hours.

COLD BLOOD:
AP: 0   SP: 3   CHECK:  CON 4+

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: One Minute

You feed off of the heat released by fire and the 
sun. This effect can be triggered at any time 
during your turn, such as midway through a 

movement action.
I: If you are within range of a campfire, brazier, or 

other medium-to-large flame you absorb the 
heat. Gain +1 AP this round.

II: This effect may now be used if in direct sunlight 
or when in Aura 10 of a large fire.

III: This effect can now be used if in Aura 5 of a 
small flame such as a lit candle, or while holding a 

lit torch.

STORMLORD TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach 
DURATION:  Instant 

You send a shockwave of lightning through a 
creature that you can touch.

I: 1d4 + INT Bonus Lightning Damage. You gain +2 
to the attack if the Target is wearing conductive 

armor.
II: Whenever you succeed with an Unarmed 

Attack or a Grab action you may trigger Stormlord 
Touch for only 2 AP and without a Check.

III: You may now use this power on two creatures 
within reach at once if you have two hands free. 
Targets wearing conductive armor take double 

damage.

DWARF

BATTLE SURGE:
AP: 2   SP: 4   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Concentration 2 

Your Dwarvish “berserker” style of fighting grants 
you a bonuses to hit or to damage.

I: Whenever you hit an enemy with a melee 
weapon you gain +1 to the next attack against 

them, stacking. The stack returns to 0 if you miss.
II: Now the stack remains even after a miss as 

long as you continue to attack the same target. If 
you change targets or if the target dies, the stack 

returns to 0.
III:  The bonus now also applies to damage. If the 
target dies you can continue the stack onto the 
next target if you attack within the next round.

SHAKE IT OFF:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  CON 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction 

Your hardy Dwarven frame is capable of shrugging 
off even the biggest hits.

I: If an enemy's attack deals damage to while you 
are at full HP, the damage you receive is reduced 

by half.
II: If an enemy's attack brings you to half of your 
max HP or lower, you gain +2 to all Defenses for 

CON Bonus rounds.
III: If an enemy's attack would bring you to 0 HP 

or lower, you instead remain at 1 HP. You can only 
use this effect once per battle encounter.

SURE-FOOTED:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction 

Generations of working in tunnels and 
mountainsides have given Dwarves the uncanny 
ability to keep their feet just where they intend.
I: If the effect of a trap or balance check would 

have you fall off of a ledge, into a pit, or the like, 
you instead remain in your position.

II: Creatures and spell effects that would normally 
force you to move have no effect.

III: You can not be knocked prone by any means 
other than falling unconscious.

GNOME

BATTLE TRAP:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: Space in 5 Feet
DURATION: Permanent

You carry a homemade trap of your own design 
that is a combination of your natural crafting and 

arcane illusion talents. The trap is completely 
obscured by illusion magic to any creature that 

fails their WIL Check when moving adjacent to it. 
The trap remains until retrieved by you, and 
automatically resets after being tripped. A 

creature that is dealt damage by Battle Trap 
automatically succeeds their future WIL checks 

against the illusion.
I:  Creatures that move onto the space take 1d4 

damage of your choice: Piercing, Slashing, or 
Bludgeoning. 

II: Creatures now receive 2d4 damage, and the 
damage type can instead be Poison or Acid. 

III:  Creatures now receive 3d4 damage, and the 
damage type can instead be Fire, Ice, or Lightning.

ILLUSORY WALL:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: Area 10x10x5 in 30

DURATION: INT Bonus Minutes 
You can manipulate illusion magic to display or 

remove walls that have been arcanely fabricated.
I: You locate all illusory walls within range, 

whether cast by you or someone else. You may 
choose to dispel these for the Duration. 

Alternately, you may create your own Illusory Wall 
for the Duration.

II: Target Area increases to 15x15x5 in 50. 
Duration increases to INT Bonus Hours.

III: Target Area increases to 25x25x5 in 100. 
Duration increases to Permanent.

SCURRY:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You move illusively at an alarming rate. This 
movement can pass through the spaces of other 

creatures of Medium size or larger without 
triggering attacks of opportunity.

I: You move your Speed + 5 feet per AGI Bonus.
II: You move your Speed + 10 feet per AGI Bonus.

You gain +1 to Stealth Checks for one round.
III:  You move your Speed + 15 feet per AGI Bonus.

You gain +2 to Stealth Checks for one round.



GOBLIN, HALF-ORC, HIGH ELF (RACIAL)

GOBLIN

DARING ASSAULT:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach 
DURATION:  Instant

You leap at your opponent, making an all-or-
nothing attack with a melee weapon.

I: 2x Normal weapon damage. You suffer -2 to 
Melee and Ranged Defense for one round.

II: 2x Normal weapon damage. If you miss with 
the attack you suffer -2 to Melee and Ranged 

Defense for one round. If the attack hits you only 
suffer -1 to Melee and Ranged Defense for one 

round.
III: 2x Normal weapon damage + AGI Bonus 

damage. You now only suffer -1 to Melee and 
Ranged Defense for one round if you miss with 

the attack. If you hit with the attack you suffer no 
penalty.

HYPER KNIFE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: Two Creatures in Reach
DURATION: One Minute

When wielding a knife, you can quickly slash out 
at multiple targets in an almost psychotic 

eruption.
I: You make one attack roll with a knife that 

targets up to 2 enemies in range that you choose.
II: You can now target up to 3 enemies in range. 

You now gain +1 to this attack roll.
III: You can now target all enemies in range. You 

now gain +2 to this attack roll.

TUCK AND ROLL:
AP: 2   SP: 3   CHECK:  AGI 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: Immediate Reaction   

You roll out of the way of an attack acrobatically. 
This may be triggered in reaction to being 
attacked by a melee or ranged weapon.

I: You gain +2 Melee Defense and +1 Ranged 
Defense and move 5 feet into an open space.
II: You gain +3 Melee Defense and +2 Ranged 
Defense and move 5 feet into an open space.
III: You gain +4 Melee Defense and +3 Ranged 
Defense and move SPD Bonus x5 feet into an 

open space.

HALF-ORC

BATTLE CRY:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Aura 15
DURATION: CHR Bonus Rounds 

You call out a battle cry that strikes fear into the 
hearts of your foes, and inspiration into the hearts 

of your allies.
I: Allies in Aura gain +1 to all attacks for the 

Duration.
II: Enemies in Aura suffer a -1 to all attacks for the 

Duration.  Aura increases to 20.
III:  Enemies must succeed a WIL Check vs your 

CHA Check or else be Stunned for one round. All 
allies that have a condition of Fear, Sleep, or 

Confusion return to normal. Aura increases to 25.

BLOOD LUST:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  STA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Concentration 3 

You go into a bloodthirsty rage, compounding 
your weapon damage with each hit.

I: You gain +1d4 melee weapon and unarmed 
damage for the Duration.

II: Each time you kill, knock out, or incapacitate an 
enemy while Blood Lust is active you gain a free 

attack against another creature in Reach.
III: Each time you deal damage to a creature you 

gain +1 to your next attack, even if against a 
different creature or in a different round.

FIERCE CHARGE:
AP: 6   SP: 3   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You charge at your enemy, letting your 
momentum and aggression overtake you.

I: You make a Movement action +5 feet followed 
immediately by a melee weapon or unarmed 

attack. A successful hit grants you +2 Damage if 
you moved at least 10 feet.

II: You make a Movement action +10 feet followed 
immediately by a melee weapon or unarmed 

attack. A successful hit grants you +2 Damage for 
each 10 feet you charged, and the opponent is 

Stunned for one round.
III: You make a Movement action up to double 
your speed followed immediately by a melee 
weapon or unarmed attack. A successful hit 

grants you Double Damage if you moved at least 
10 feet, and the opponent is knocked prone.

HIGH ELF

DOMINATE:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIL 4+
TARGET: One Creature in 25

DURATION:  WIL Bonus Rounds 
Using arcane Elvish magics, you dominate the 

mind of another, causing various effects.
I:  Target suffers -2 to WIL Checks. This can be 

used as an immediate reaction when an ally casts 
a spell or uses a power.

II: Target must overcome a WIL check in order to 
attack you.

III:  Target must overcome a WIL check or else its 
Condition is Afraid for the Duration.

MIND WALL:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds 

You strengthen your willpower against the 
harassing effects of others.

I: You gain INT Bonus Mental Defense.
II: You can now use this power on an ally that is 

within 25.
III: Mind Wall now grants a 100% save rate against 

the effects of Sleep, Fear, and Confusion.

PUT DOWN:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Earshot
DURATION: CHA Bonus Rounds 

Your sharp tongue has varied affects against 
others. 

I: You badger your way to success. If you or an ally 
fail a social skill check against another creature, 
you yourself may make a second attempt with a 

+1 to the check.
II: A successful Intimidation check against an 

enemy results in a +2 bonus to all attacks against 
them for the Duration.

III:  Social Checks now gain a +2 Bonus, and 
attacks against intimidated enemies receive +2 

Psychic Damage for the Duration.



HOBGOBLIN, HUMAN, KAJA (RACIAL)

HOBGOBLIN

DISGUISE SELF:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Self 
DURATION:  INT Score Minutes 

Using a mix of Alteration, Charm, and Illusion 
magic you change your appearance to look like a 

different person, or perhaps even a different 
creature entirely. You do not take on the 
Attributes or abilities of your new form.

I: You can appear as anything of the same general 
size and shape. Your voice, clothing (if any), and 

mannerisms match your new form.
II: You can now appear as a creature of larger or 
smaller size than you. Duration extends to INT 

Bonus Hours. 
III: You can now maintain this form for as long as 

you like.

FADE DODGE:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction

You anticipate an enemy's attack and mystically 
fade away, appearing in an open space WIS Bonus 

x5 feet away.
I: Trigger: An enemy moves adjacent to you.
II: Trigger: An enemy declares a melee attack 

against you. You move instead of rolling Defense, 
and the attack misses (unless it can target the 

space you move into.)
III: Trigger: An enemy hits you with an attack. You 

move instead of receiving damage.

STRANGLE:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  Grab vs Escape

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Concentration 4  

Your large powerful hands are good at wrapping 
around the throats of your foes.

I: Make a Grab attack as part of the Strangle 
power. If successful you deal 1d4 suffocation 

damage per round that the Grab persists. After 
three rounds the creature falls unconscious.

II: When you make a successful unarmed attack 
you may now automatically initiate a Strangle for 

2 AP and 2 SP without making a Grab Check.
III:  When you make a successful unarmed attack 
you may now automatically initiate a Strangle for 

0 AP and 2 SP. Strangle deals 1d6 suffocation 
damage per round. After 3 rounds you may elect 

to instantly snap the Target's neck.

HUMAN

MIND OVER MATTER:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Through sheer human will you can accomplish 
extraordinary feats.

I: You add your WIL Bonus to a Skill Check.
II: You add your WIL Bonus to an attack or defense 

check.
III: You add your WIL Bonus to a damage roll or to 

damage reduction.

MOXIE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Your raw force of character helps carry you along 
when the odds are against you.

I: You may add your CHR Bonus to a CON or STA 
Check.

II: You may add your CHR Bonus to a Psionic 
Power check or a Divine Prayer check.

III: You may add your CHR Bonus to an Arcane 
Spell check or Elemental Spell check.

REPETITION:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant

Through constant practice and repetition you 
learn to increase a Skill that you are lacking in. 

You gain Repetition Points in various ways. When 
you have 3 Repetition Points you may spend them 

during an extended rest to raise a Skill by 1. You 
gain Repetition Points separately and concurrently 
for different Skills. You can never have more than 
3 Repetition Points for the same Skill at one time.

I: You can use this power to gain a Repetition 
Point whenever you FAIL a skill check that is not a 

Racial Skill. You can not raise a Skill above 1.
II: You can use this power to gain a Repetition 

Point whenever you ATTEMPT a skill check that is 
not a Racial Skill, regardless if you pass or fail. You 

cannot raise a Skill above 3.
III:  You can now gain Repetition Points for Racial 

Skills. You cannot raise a Skill above 5.

KAJA

KAJA LUNGE:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Your cat-like abilities allow you to leap great 
distances in the air.

I:  You make a normal movement action, but AGI 
Bonus x5 feet of the movement can be vertical 
into an open space (such as up to a balcony) or 
horizontal without touching the ground. Traps, 
rough terrain, and opportunity attacks have no 

effect on this portion of the movement action. No 
Jump or Land check is necessary.

II: You can now Kaja Lunge for AGI Bonus x10 feet 
of the movement. Unarmed or melee attacks 

taking place after lunging at an enemy gain +2 to 
the attack.

III:  You can now Kaja Lunge for any amount of the 
movement. Unarmed or melee attacks taking 

place after lunging at an enemy gain +2 to 
damage.

PREDATORY MARK:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  AWA 4+

TARGET: One Creature In Line-Of-Sight
DURATION: One Encounter

You mark your prey. A creature that is marked 
receives extra damage from you. You can remove 
your mark at any time. You must pay the cost of 
this power to place a mark on a new creature. 

Only one mark may be active at a time.
I: Marked creature receives +2 bonus damage of 

any type that you deal to it.
II: Marked creature suffers a -1 to all defenses 

against you.
III: Once per round when you attack your marked 

prey, you may choose to reroll an attack or 
damage roll that you make against it. If you 

choose to reroll an attack roll you may not reroll a 
damage roll.

ROAR:
AP: 4   SP: 1   CHECK:  CON 4+

TARGET: One Creature in CON Bonus x5 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You release a deafening and terrifying roar from 
deep down inside of you. 

I: Target is Stunned for one round.
II: Target takes 1d4 Sonic Damage.

III:  Target is now All Creatures in Area CON Bonus 
x5 feet x CON Bonus x5 feet. Area must begin 

adjacent to you.



LAROON, MELLIVORA, MINOTAUR (RACIAL)

LAROON

CREATE ICE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: Area 5x5 in Reach 

DURATION:  INT Score Minutes 
You create elemental ice for a variety of 

applications and uses.
I: Still liquids, including ponds, lakes, and the like, 
can be frozen solid enough to walk across. Each 

5x5 Area costs the full AP and SP.
II: Moving waters can now be frozen, and each 

5x5 Area beyond the first only costs 1 SP.
III: You can now create ice even when there is no 

water present. You can create slick patches of 
walkway, small ice bridges, or modest walls and 
the like. You can create ice pellets that can be 

used as sling ammo.

ICY GRIP:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant   

You add a cold addition to an attack or action that 
you make.

I: When you make a Grab attack against a creature 
you deal 1d4 Cold Damage per round that the 
Grab persists. After three rounds the Target's 

Condition becomes Frozen for INT Bonus Rounds.
II: You can now deal 1d4 bonus Cold Damage 

when making a normal unarmed attack.
III:   You can now deal 1d4 bonus Cold Damage 

when making a melee or ranged weapon attack.

QUICK REGENERATION:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CON 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant

You tap deep into your innate trollish regenerative 
properties to speed along healing.

I: You add one additional CON roll to your Trollkin 
Racial Ability.

II: You add one additional CON roll to any effect 
that is healing you, including prayers, potions, and 

the like.
III: At any time, even during battle, you can use 

this power to roll one CON die and heal HP equal 
to the result.

MELLIVORA

ANIMAL SENSES:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: Area, Creature, or Item in 50
DURATION: Instant 

Your innate animal instincts help you identify 
things about your environment that others don't 

sense.
I: You can reroll a Listen Check or a Search Check, 

taking the new result.
II: You can now reroll a Forage Check, or an 

Identify Check. You may now take the higher 
result of the two rolls.

III: You can now reroll a Nature Check, a Sense 
Motive Check, or a Survival Check. You may now 

take the higher result of the two rolls +1.

BURROW:
AP: 2   SP: 1   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Your badger claws allow you to dig into the 
ground during a movement action.

I: You burrow at a rate of 5 feet per 3 SPD Score.
II: You burrow at a rate of 5 feet per 2 SPD Score.
III: You burrow at a rate of 5 feet per 1 SPD Score.

FRENZY:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Concentration 3 

You go into a crazed state of uncontrolled anger.
I: While Frenzy is active you roll twice for damage 

and take the higher result, but suffer -1 to all 
Defenses.

II:  You now gain +1 to all damage rolls. While 
Frenzy is active Fear has no effect on you.

III:  You now gain +2 to all damage rolls, and gain 
+1 Damage Reduction to all types of damage. 

While Frenzy is active Charm spells or powers of 
any kind have no effect on you.

MINOTAUR

BATTLE RAGE:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Concentration 3

You go into a focused battle stance that enrages 
you more with each hit you take.

I:  Whenever you receive damage you gain a +1 
damage bonus against the creature that hit you, 
stacking. Max bonus is +3. Stack resets for each 

new creature that deals you damage.
II: Now instead of a +1 Damage, you receive a 
+1d2 Bonus Damage Die that raises by one die 

size each time you receive damage. 
(1d3,1d4,1d6,1d8,etc.) Stack is applied against the 
most recent Creature to deal damage to you and 

does not reset.
III:  The bonus damage is now applied to any 

enemy, not just against enemies that damage you.

BULL RUSH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  STR vs CON

TARGET: One Creature In 15
DURATION: Instant 

You charge at an enemy, lowering your horns and 
building momentum.

I: You move at least 5 feet, but no more than 15 
feet, and then make an unarmed attack against a 
creature. If the attack is successful you knock the 
enemy back and move into their space, dealing 

STR Bonus + Horn Integration damage.
II: You now push the creature STR Bonus x5 feet, 
and deal STR Check + Horn Integration damage.

III: The creature now falls prone after being 
pushed. The damage is now STR Score + Horn 

Integration damage.

SECRET CEREMONY:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: Aura 25
DURATION: One Hour 

You spend 10 minutes performing an ancient and 
secret Minotaur ritual that has a number of 
varying effects that you can choose from.

I: All allies in the Aura can fluently speak and 
understand Darktongue for the Duration, and can 

understand Minotaur runes.
II: You conceal an area 25x25 with magical 

shadows. Those outside can not see within, but 
those inside can see as normal.

III:  You and all Allies within the Aura gain their 
Heal Skill Score in temporary HP (minimum 1).



SEAFOLK, WOOD ELF (RACIAL)

SEAFOLK

AQUATIC AID:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 3+
TARGET: One Space in Reach 

DURATION:  1 Hour 
You call an aquatic animal from the wild of the 

seas or lakes, rivers, and marshes to aid you for a 
short time.

I: Tier 1 Natural Aquatic Creature.
II: Tier 2 Natural Aquatic Creature. 

III: Tier 3 Natural Aquatic Creature. This includes 
summoning your fellow Seafolk to aid you.

SIREN CALL:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: Instant

A combination of sonic frequencies and psionic 
telepathy beckons a creature toward you against 

its will.
I: Target moves CHA Bonus x5 Feet directly toward 

you, regardless of dangers in its path.
II: Target now also takes 1d4 Sonic Damage.
III: Target changes to All Enemies in Cone 25.

SONIC BLAST:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CON 4+

TARGET: All Creatures in Area 10x10
DURATION: Instant   

You blast you enemies with the high-pitched sonic 
frequencies of the Seafolk people.
I: 1d8 + CON Bonus Sonic Damage.

II: Target changes to All Enemies in Area 10x15. 
Damage is now 1d10 + CON Bonus Sonic Damage.
III:   Target changes to All Enemies in Area 10x20. 
Damage is now 1d12 + CON Bonus Sonic Damage.

WOOD ELF

FIND COVER:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: Space 5x5 You Occupy
DURATION: Instant

You call brush and wild growth from the ground to 
help conceal you, and you make use of partial 

cover in a way others could not.
I: Objects that would normally only grant you 

partial cover grant you total cover.  Shadows and 
other effects that would grant you partial 

concealment grant you total concealment. 
II: You can summon long grass out of the ground 
to hide within. It grants you total concealment.
III: You can summon solid brambles out of the 

ground that grants you total cover.

HUNTER'S PREY:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  AWA 4+

TARGET: One Creature In Line-Of-Sight
DURATION: One Encounter 

You mark your prey. A creature that is marked 
receives extra damage from you. You can remove 
your mark at any time. You must pay the cost of 
this power to place a mark on a new creature. 

Only one mark may be active at a time.
I: Marked creature receives 1d4 bonus damage of 

any type that you deal to it.
II: Marked creature suffers a -2 to Ranged Defense 

against you.
III: Once per round when you attack your marked 
prey, you may choose to reroll either an attack or 

damage roll that you make against it.

TUMBLE:
AP: 2   SP: 3   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction 

You make an acrobatic movement that helps your 
defense or resistance to falling damage.

I: You reduce your falling damage by your 
Acrobatics Skill Score, and if your fall was from 20 

feet or less you land on your feet.
II: You take a move action but roll your Acrobatics 
Check. You may move up to 5 feet for each 1 point 

of the result (minimum 5 feet) and add any 
remaining unused points to either your Melee or 

Ranged defense until the end of the turn.
III: Whenever a trap or area-of-effect power 

targets you, you may move 5 feet into an open 
space for free. If the new space is out of range of 
the trap or effect you need not defend against it.



ARMOR/SHIELDS (PHYSICAL)

ARMOR/SHIELDS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  CON or STA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with armor and shields allows you 
to craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.
I: +2 to Repair Checks to armor and shields

II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 
armor and shields

III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 
working with armor and shields

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
ARMOR:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  CON or STA 3+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training while wearing armor 
allows you to lower its encumbrance rating.

I:  Light Armor no longer grants an Untrained 
Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 

Encumbrance value instead.
II:  Medium Armor no longer grants an Untrained 

Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 
Encumbrance value instead.

III:  Heavy Armor no longer grants an Untrained 
Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 

Encumbrance value instead.

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
SHIELDS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 3+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with bucklers and shields 

allows you to lower their encumbrance rating 
when you wield them.

I:  Light Shields no longer grant an Untrained 
Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 

Encumbrance value instead.
II:  Medium Shields no longer grant an Untrained 

Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 
Encumbrance value instead.

III:  Heavy Shields no longer grant an Untrained 
Encumbrance penalty. Use the Trained 

Encumbrance value instead.

CLEARING SLAM:
AP: 4   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR vs AGI
TARGET:  One Creature in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You use your shield to slam your opponent out of 

the way or knock them off balance.
I:  On a successful hit, push the Target 5 feet.

II:  Clearing Slam now does STR Bonus 
Bludgeoning Damage, and Target's Balance 

Checks are reduced by 2 until their next turn.
III:  Clearing Slam now pushes the Target 5 feet 

per STR Bonus if performed at the end of a 
Movement Action. You may elect to knock the 

Target Prone instead of pushing them.

DEFENDER:
AP: 2   SP: 1   CHECK:  AWA 4+
TARGET:  One Ally within Reach

DURATION:  Immediate Reaction 
You not only use your shield to protect yourself, 

you use it to protect your allies as well. This 
Power may only trigger when you have a shield 

equipped.
I: An adjacent Ally that is being attacked is 

granted +1 Melee and Ranged Defense
II:  Defender now grants an equal bonus to 
Target's Melee and Ranged Defense as the 

intrinsic defense rating of the shield you are 
wielding.

III:  Defender now grants a constant +1 Melee and 
Ranged Defense to all Allies in Aura 5 for free. 
Individual defensive shield bonuses used as an 

Immediate Reaction must still be paid for.

PHALANX:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

When you and your allies are carrying shields your 
total defense is greater than the sum of its parts. 

Each ally including you must have a shield 
equipped for this feature to activate.

I: You gain +1 to Ranged Defense for each 
adjacent ally that has the Phalanx feature, 

including you.
II:  You gain +1 to Melee Defense for each 
adjacent ally that has the Phalanx feature, 

including you.
III:  You gain +2 to Melee and Ranged Defense for 
each adjacent ally that has the Phalanx feature, 

including you.

SHIELD BASH:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  STR vs AWA

TARGET:  One Creature in Range
DURATION:  Instant  

Instead of swinging your weapon you slam your 
shield into your enemy, catching them off-guard.
I: Subtract the shield's encumbrance value from 

your STR roll when making your attack. Deals STR 
Die Bludgeoning Damage.

II:  Successful hits now gain Stun 1
III:  You no longer subtract your shield's 

encumbrance value from your attack roll. Add 
your STR Bonus to damage. This power may now 

be used at any time a “Basic Melee Attack” is 
called for.

STAND YOUR GROUND:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  AWA 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Concentration 4 

You stay planted in one spot, increasing your 
defense rating and attacking anyone that comes 

within reach.
I: You gain +1 to all Defenses while Stand Your 

Ground is active. On your turn you may make one 
basic melee attack against an enemy within reach 

for free. You may not spend AP on anything 
except Stand Your Ground's Concentration cost 

while the stance is active.
II:  You now gain a free Opportunity Attack against 
any creature that moves adjacent to you while the 

stance is active.
III:  All Defense Dice are now raised by one size 
while the stance is active. You may now make 
Opportunity Attacks against adjacent enemies 
that make any attacks that do not target you. 



AXES/CLEAVERS (PHYSICAL)

AXES/CLEAVERS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with axe/cleaver weapons allows 
you to craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to axe/cleaver weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 

axe/cleaver weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with axe/cleaver weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
AXES/CLEAVERS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with axe/cleaver 

weapons has increased your ability to effectively 
wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-2) to attack rolls when wielding 

axe/cleaver weapons  
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 

(+2) to attack rolls when wielding axe/cleaver 
weapons  

III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 
+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding 

axe/cleaver weapons

CHOPPING BLOCK:
AP: 1   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  One Encounter  

You swing ferociously over and over at the same 
target, dealing cascading damage.

I: Your axe/cleaver weapon gains Building 
Damage 1. Upkeep 1: Pay the SP Cost every round 

you use this. You can choose to end Chopping 
Block at any time, and it automatically ends if you 

do not pay the SP upkeep during a round.
II:  Your axe/cleaver weapon now has Building 
Damage 2.  Chopping Block is now Upkeep 2.

III:  Whenever you use Chopping Block, the third 
hit on the same enemy is automatically a critical 

hit.

CLEAVE:
AP: 0   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction 

When you slay an enemy in battle using 
axe/cleaver weapons you are granted a free 

bonus attack. This bonus attack is also capable of 
granting an additional Cleave, and so on.

I: If your melee attack killed or knocked a creature 
unconscious, make a secondary melee attack 
against a new target in range with the same 

weapon.
II: You may now move up to 5 feet when making 

your secondary Cleave attack, and Cleave 
activates even if the target is simply knocked 

prone by the initial attack.
III: You may now move up to your Movement 
distance to make your secondary attack. Each 

bonus attack granted by Cleave receives a 
stacking +1 Slashing Damage.

FELL THE TREE:
AP: 1   SP: 5   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  One Enemy
DURATION:  One Encounter  

Like a woodsman cutting down a bloodoak, you 
focus on one enemy and continue hacking away 

until it has fallen at your feet.
I: Mark an enemy. For the remainder of the 
encounter you may only attack this enemy. 

Instead of adding your DEX Bonus to weapon 
attacks you may roll your DEX Die and add the 

result to your weapon die.
II:  When damaging your Fell The Tree Target you 
may add the result of your STR Die roll instead of 
adding your STR Bonus to the weapon damage.

III:  You may now add your DEX and STR Bonuses 
to Attack and Damage respectively, in addition to 

the DEX Die and STR Die rolls you make.

HACK MASTER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with axes/cleavers grants bonus 
weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Axes/Cleavers gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Axes/Cleavers gain Threshold 1   

III:  Axes/Cleavers gain Bleeding 1

HEADSMAN:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 5+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

When an axe weapon is in your hand, you are 
always aiming for the head.

I: Axes/Cleavers gain +1 to a Called Shot to an 
enemy's head.

II:  You automatically decapitate an enemy that is 
prone, immobilized, or unconscious when you 

successfully hit them with an axe/cleaver weapon.
III:  Critical Hits with an axe/cleaver weapon 

automatically decapitates an enemy.

POWER STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 

more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 
attack roll.

I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.

II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 

III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 

likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 
damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 



BOWS (PHYSICAL)

BOWS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with bow weapons allows you to 
craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to bow weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade bow 

weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with bow weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – BOWS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature   

Your experience training with bow weapons has 
increased your ability to effectively wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-2) to attack rolls when wielding bow 

weapons  
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+2) to attack rolls when wielding bow weapons  
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 

+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding bow 
weapons

ARCHER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with bows grants bonus weapon 
properties when you wield them.

I: Bows gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Bows gain Threshold 1   
III:  Bows gain Penetration 1

LONG SHOT:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

Training with far-away targets has allowed you to 
increase your effective range with bows without 

adding a penalty to the attack.
I:  +10 feet (2 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.
II:  +20 feet (4 squares) to your weapon's base 

range. 
III:  +30 feet (6 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.

OPENING FIRE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  SPD 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You loose an arrow before your opponent knows 
the fight has begun.

I: The first attack you make each encounter, no 
matter where it occurs, is granted a +1 to Attack 

and Damage.
II:  Each combat encounter that does not have a 
Surprise Round now has an Opening Fire round 

before the first normal round of combat in which 
you act alone or with other creatures that have 

the Opening Fire feature. Make one Basic Ranged 
Attack against a valid target during this round. You 

cannot move or take any other actions.
III:  You now gain an Opening Fire round even if 

there is a surprise round during the combat 
encounter. Opening Fire occurs between the 
Surprise Round and the first normal round of 

combat. You can additionally move 5 feet per SPD 
Bonus before or after making this attack.

  

POWER SHOT:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 
more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 

attack roll.
I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.
II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 
III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE SHOT:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 
likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 

damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

SPLIT SHOT:
AP: 6   SP: 4   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Two Enemies within Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You fire two arrows at once, attempting to take 
down twice the opponents. Both targets use the 

same attack and damage roll.
I:  -2 to your attack roll, and targets must be 

adjacent to each other
II:  -1 to your attack roll, and targets must be 

within 10 feet of each other 
III:  No penalty to your attack roll, and targets 

must be within 15 feet of each other

VOLLEY:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Area 10x10 within Weapon Range
DURATION:  One Round    

You fire several shots into the air aimed at an area 
on the battlefield. Roll a percentage die for each 

enemy within the area or that enters the area 
during the round. A success deals your maximum 
weapon damage die to that enemy (unmodified)

I:  Roll a 50 or higher
II:  Roll a 45 or higher.  Area is now 15x15
III:  Roll a 40 or higher.  Area is now 20x20



CROSSBOWS (PHYSICAL)

CROSSBOWS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with crossbow weapons allows 
you to craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to crossbow weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 

crossbow weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with crossbow weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
CROSSBOWS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 1+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with crossbows has 

increased your ability to effectively wield them.
I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 

penalty” (-1) to attack rolls when wielding 
crossbows

II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+3) to attack rolls when wielding crossbows 

III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 
+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding 

crossbows

ARBELIST:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with Crossbows grants bonus 
weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Crossbows gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Crossbows gain Threshold 1   
III:  Crossbows gain Penetration 1

FAST RELOAD:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You have precise muscle memory for the action 
required to reload your crossbow, allowing you to 

reload on the move or without concentrating.
I:  When you take a Move Action you may also 

reduced the reload time of your crossbow by 1 AP 
for that round

II:  Crossbow reload times are permanently 
reduced by 1 AP 

III:  Crossbow reload times are permanently 
reduced by 2 AP 

LONG SHOT:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

Training with far-away targets has allowed you to 
increase your effective range with crossbows 

without adding a penalty to the attack.
I:  +10 feet (2 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.
II:  +20 feet (4 squares) to your weapon's base 

range. 
III:  +30 feet (6 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.

OPENING FIRE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  SPD 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You loose a bolt before your opponent knows the 
fight has begun.

I: The first attack you make each encounter, no 
matter where it occurs, is granted a +1 to Attack 

and Damage.
II:  Each combat encounter that does not have a 
Surprise Round now has an Opening Fire round 

before the first normal round of combat in which 
you act alone or with other creatures that have 

the Opening Fire feature. Make one Basic Ranged 
Attack against a valid target during this round. You 

cannot move or take any other actions.
III:  You now gain an Opening Fire round even if 

there is a surprise round during the combat 
encounter. Opening Fire occurs between the 
Surprise Round and the first normal round of 

combat. You can additionally move 5 feet per SPD 
Bonus before or after making this attack.

PINNING SHOT:
AP: 5   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy In Range

DURATION:  Instant    
You fire your bolt in an attempt to pin your target 

to the ground or to a wall or other object in 
addition to damage.

I:  Half damage, and Target is Immobilized for one 
turn on a hit.

II:  Full damage, and Target is Immobilized for DEX 
Bonus turns on a hit.

III:  Pinning Shot may now be used as an 
Immediate Reaction to an enemy move action for 

an additional 3 SP. 

SNIPER:
AP: 6   SP: 3   CHECK:  AWA 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Range

DURATION:  Instant  
Instead of rushing into battle, you prefer to take 

your time and pick your shot.  
I:  When you don't move or take any other actions 

on your turn, attacks with a Crossbow weapon 
gain +1 Attack and Damage

II:  You gain +2 Critical Threat against creatures 
that are 25 feet or more away

III:  You no longer suffer a penalty for Called Shots

STEADY HANDS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your raw strength allows you to hold your 
crossbow steady, granting better precision and 

damage.  
I:  You never drop your weapon on a botch. +1 to 

damage.
II:  You can now add your STR Bonus to damage 

instead of adding +1 when you hit with a 
crossbow.

III:  You now hit when you tie the defense roll of 
your target.



HAMMERS/MACES (PHYSICAL)

HAMMERS/MACES CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with hammer/mace weapons 
allows you to craft, repair, and upgrade them with 

ease.
I: +2 to Repair Checks to hammer/mace weapons

II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 
hammer/mace weapons

III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 
working with hammer/mace weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
HAMMERS/MACES:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with hammer/mace 

weapons has increased your ability to effectively 
wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-2) to attack rolls when wielding 

hammer/mace weapons  
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+2) to attack rolls when wielding hammer/mace 

weapons  
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 

+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding 
hammer/mace weapons

BASHER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with hammers/maces grants 
bonus weapon properties when you wield them.

I:  Hammers/Maces gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Hammers/Maces gain Threshold 1   

III:  Hammers/Maces gain Stun

BONE CRUSHER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 5+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION: Permanent Feature 

Your Basic Melee Attacks have a chance to grant 
the bonus effects of a called shot or critical hit, 

dealing wounds to your enemies.
I: 10% chance of a random wound inflicted on a 

successful hit.
II:  25% chance of a random wound inflicted on a 

successful hit.
III:  40% chance of a random wound inflicted on a 

successful hit.

MIGHTY BLOW:
AP: 6   SP: 10   CHECK:  STR 5+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You swing your hammer/mace weapon with all 

the energy you can muster.
I:  You deal double damage on a successful hit, 

but the drain is so high that you cannot attack or 
move on your next turn. This damage counts as 
the “base damage” when resolving a Critical Hit.
II:  You can now either move or attack on your 

next turn following a Mighty Blow, but not both
III:  There is now no penalty on a turn following a 

Might Blow

POWER STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 

more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 
attack roll.

I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.

II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 

III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy In Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 

likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 
damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

TENDERIZE THE MEAT:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy In Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
Your hammer/mace weapon beats your enemy's 
armor and natural defenses down, leaving them 

vulnerable to future attacks.
I:  On hit deal half damage, but enemy's armor 

permanently loses 1 Damage Reduction
II:  Enemy's armor now permanently loses 1 

Melee and Ranged Defense
III:  Penalties to Damage Reduction and Defense 

now stack 

TREMBLING STRIKE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  STR 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
Your hammer/mace weapon resonates when you 

strike, disarming your opponent.
I:  On hit deal half damage, but enemy's shield or 

off-hand weapon is knocked to the ground
II:  You may now choose to disarm enemy's main-

hand weapon on a successful hit 
III:  Attack now deals full damage, and shields or 

weapons are still disarmed even when the 
enemy's defense check ties your attack roll 



PIPE WEAPONS (PHYSICAL)

PIPE WEAPONS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with pipe weapons allows you to 
craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to pipe weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade pipe 

weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with pipe weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
PIPE WEAPONS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with pipe weapons has 
increased your ability to effectively wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-2) to attack rolls when wielding pipe 

weapons
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+2) to attack rolls when wielding pipe weapons 
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 

+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding pipe 
weapons

CALLED SHOT PRECISION:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your precision with pipe weapons allows you to 
make Called Shots more accurately.

I:  The penalty for taking a Called Shot is reduced 
by 1

II:  The penalty for taking a Called Shot is reduced 
by 2

III:  Called Shots no longer cause a penalty to 
attack rolls

HUNTER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with Pipe Weapons grants bonus 
weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Pipe Weapons gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Pipe Weapons gain Threshold 1   

III:  Pipe Weapons gain Bleeding 1

LONG SHOT:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

Training with far-away targets has allowed you to 
increase your effective range with pipe weapons 

without adding a penalty to the attack.
I:  +10 feet (2 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.
II:  +20 feet (4 squares) to your weapon's base 

range. 
III:  +30 feet (6 squares) to your weapon's base 

range.

OPENING FIRE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  SPD 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You fire a dart before your opponent knows the 
fight has begun.

I: The first attack you make each encounter, no 
matter where it occurs, is granted a +1 to Attack 

and Damage.
II:  Each combat encounter that does not have a 
Surprise Round now has an Opening Fire round 

before the first normal round of combat in which 
you act alone or with other creatures that have 

the Opening Fire feature. Make one Basic Ranged 
Attack against a valid target during this round. You 

cannot move or take any other actions.
III:  You now gain an Opening Fire round even if 

there is a surprise round during the combat 
encounter. Opening Fire occurs between the 
Surprise Round and the first normal round of 

combat. You can additionally move 5 feet per SPD 
Bonus before or after making this attack.

POWER SHOT:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  CON 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 
more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 

attack roll.
I:  On a hit, instead of adding your CON Bonus to 

damage, add your CON Bonus x2 to damage.
II:  On a hit, instead of adding your CON Bonus to 

damage, add your CON Bonus x3 to damage. 
III:  On a hit, instead of adding your CON Bonus to 

damage, add your CON Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE SHOT:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 
likely to hit. Do not add your CON Bonus to 

damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

POISONER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AGI 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature 

You are extra efficient with poisons that you apply 
to your weapon, and knowing where on your 

enemy's body to place them for maximum effect.  
I: Applying a poison or other alchemical substance 

to a blowgun dart costs only 1 AP
II:  Applying a poison or other alchemical 
substance to a blowgun dart is now free

III:  Any poisons or other alchemical substances 
applied to your blowgun darts gain an additional 

1d4 to their effect 



POLE WEAPONS (PHYSICAL)

POLE WEAPONS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with pole weapons allows you to 
craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to pole weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade pole 

weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with pole weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
POLE WEAPONS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with pole weapons has 
increased your ability to effectively wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-3) to attack rolls when wielding pole 

weapons  
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+1) to attack rolls when wielding pole weapons  
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 

+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding pole 
weapons

CLOSE QUARTERS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AGI 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You have learned to effectively wield your pole 
weapon even in tight quarters.

I:  You only take a -1 penalty to Attack rolls against 
enemies that are adjacent to you

II:  You no longer take any penalty to Attack rolls 
against enemies that are adjacent to you

III:  You gain a +1 to Melee Defense against 
enemies that are adjacent to you

HEAVY HITTER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with pole weapons grants bonus 
weapon properties when you wield them.

I:  Pole weapons gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Pole weapons gain Threshold 1   
III:  Pole weapons gain Knockback 1

LOOMING PRESENCE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature 

Your reach with pole weapons allows you to aid 
your friends in battle from a distance.

I: You can flank an enemy from any distance that 
is within your weapon's Reach 

II:  You can now make Opportunity Attacks against 
any enemy that comes within your weapon's 

Reach
III:  If you are adjacent to an ally, you grant +1 

Melee Defense to them against any enemy that 
attacks them from within your weapon's Reach

REAPER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You have a specific mastery of Scythes, and gain 
bonus properties when wielding them.

I:  Scythe weapons lose the Unwieldy property
II:  Scythe weapons deal double damage to Plant 

Creatures and corporeal Undead Creatures
III:  Whenever you kill an enemy with a Scythe 
weapon, immediately gain STA Die SP (not to 

exceed your Max SP) 

POWER STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 

more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 
attack roll.

I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.

II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 

III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 
damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+
TARGET:  One Enemy In Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 

likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 
damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

STICK AND MOVE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AGI 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You have mastery of quarterstaves and shepherd's 
crooks. 

I:  On a successful hit with a quarterstaff or crook 
you may elect to move the Target 5 feet (1 

Square) in any direction instead of dealing combat 
damage

II:  You may use your quarterstaff or crook to 
catapult yourself over (through) enemy spaces 

without causing an Opportunity Attack.
III:  Your quarterstaff or crook grants you +1 

Ranged Defense



SIMPLE MELEE (PHYSICAL)

SIMPLE MELEE CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with simple melee weapons 
allows you to craft, repair, and upgrade them with 

ease.
I: +2 to Repair Checks to simple melee weapons

II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 
simple melee weapons

III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 
working with simple melee weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – SIMPLE 
MELEE WEAPONS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 1+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with simple melee 

weapons has increased your ability to effectively 
wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-1) to attack rolls when wielding simple 

melee  weapons
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 

(+3) to attack rolls when wielding simple melee 
weapons  

III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 
+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding simple 

melee weapons

BACKSTAB:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET:  One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant  

You deal a devastating blow to an unaware enemy 
using a knife, dagger, or stiletto. Base Damage is 

the total damage dealt by the weapon die and any 
bonuses before Critical Damage is calculated.
I: You make a sneak attack with a small blade, 

dealing double base damage. You must be totally 
concealed or the enemy must be otherwise 

unaware of you.
II: You can now Backstab an enemy simply by 

flanking it, even if it is aware of you.
III: Backstab now deals triple base damage.

FOOTPAD:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature   

Club weapons are not only natural in your hands, 
they are an extension of your character and an 

occupational tool.
I: +3 to Intimidate Checks when holding a club.

II: Clubs always KO a target on a Critical Hit
III:  Your attacks with a club are a form of 

misdirection to your mark. After a successful hit 
with a club you can make a Pickpocket Check for 
2AP to try to steal loose coins or items from an 
enemy's pockets (DC 3), swipe jewelry or belt 

pouches they are wearing (DC 5), or take away an 
item they are holding in one of their hands 

including one-handed weapons and shields (DC 7)

JACK OF CLUBS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with blackjacks and clubs grants 
bonus weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Blackjacks and clubs gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Blackjacks and clubs gain Threshold 1   

III:  Blackjacks and clubs gain Stun

KNIFE FIGHTER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature   

Your specific skill with knives, daggers, and 
stilettos grants bonus weapon properties when 

you wield them.
I: Knives and daggers gain +1 Critical Threat

II:  Knives and daggers gain Threshold 1   
III:  Knives and daggers gain Penetration 1

PARRY:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

If you have a simple melee weapon in your off-
hand, you can use it to defend against melee 

attacks without spending AP.
I: +1 Melee Defense 

II:   + Melee Defense equal to one roll of the 
weapon's Attack Die

III:  + Melee Defense equal to the maximum 
potential roll of the weapon's Attack Die

POWER STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 
more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 

attack roll.
I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.
II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 
III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 
likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 

damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 



SWORDS (PHYSICAL)

SWORDS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with sword weapons allows you to 
craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.
I: +2 to Repair Checks to sword weapons

II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 
sword weapons

III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 
working with sword weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – SWORDS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature   

Your experience training with sword weapons has 
increased your ability to effectively wield them.

I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-2) to attack rolls when wielding sword 

weapons  
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+2) to attack rolls when wielding sword weapons 
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 
+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding sword 

weapons

DEEP CUTS:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  STR 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with swords grants bonus 
weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Swords gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Swords gain Threshold 1   
III:  Swords gain Penetration 1

FEINT:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

You perform a bluffing maneuver to take 
advantage of your adversary. A Basic Melee Attack 
must be made immediately following the Feint for 

the bonuses to take effect.
I: You make a Bluff Check vs your opponent's 

Sense Motive Check. If successful you gain a +2 to 
your next basic melee attack.

II: Successful Feints now grant +2 to melee 
damage as well.

III: The Attack and Damage bonus are now equal 
to your Bluff Skill Score (if higher.)

HAND AND A HALF STYLE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION: Permanent Feature 

You have mastered the sword-style of bastard 
swords and gain bonuses in certain situations. You 

must be wielding a sword weapon that has the 
property “1 or 2 Hands” with only 1 Hand and 

your off-hand must be free.
I: You gain the off-hand STR Bonus to damage 

when wielding Hand And A Half style.
II: You gain +1 Melee Defense when wielding 

Hand And A Half style.
III: You permanently lower the cost of Whirlwind 
Assault and Riposte by 1 SP, and Power Strike and 
Precise Strike by 1 AP when wielding Hand And A 

Half style.

RIPOSTE:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET:  One Creature In Reach That You Blocked
DURATION: Immediate Reaction  

When you successfully block an opponent's attack 
while wielding a sword you may elect to 

immediately counter-attack.
I: Make a Basic Melee Attack against the 

opponent without adding your DEX or STR 
bonuses to attack and damage. Pay Riposte's AP 

and SP costs
II: Make a normal Basic Melee Attack against the 

opponent. Pay Riposte's AP and SP costs
III: You no longer pay an AP and SP cost to 

activate Riposte

POWER STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 
more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 

attack roll.
I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.
II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 
III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE STRIKE:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 
likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 

damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

WHIRLWIND ASSAULT:
AP: 6   SP: 4   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET:  All Creatures In Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

You spin with your sword, arcing through the air 
to strike all enemies around you simultaneously 

with one attack.
I: Make an attack roll with a -1 penalty for each 
creature that you target. Do not add your STR 

Bonus to damage for this attack
II: Make an attack roll with a -1 penalty for each 
creature beyond the first that you target, with a 

maximum penalty of -2. Do not add your STR 
Bonus to damage for this attack  

III: Use normal attack and damage rolls for 
Whirlwind Assault



THROWN WEAPONS (PHYSICAL)

THROWN WEAPONS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with thrown weapons allows you 
to craft, repair, and upgrade them with ease.

I: +2 to Repair Checks to thrown weapons
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 

thrown weapons
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with thrown weapons

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
THROWN WEAPONS:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with thrown weapons 
has increased your ability to effectively wield 

them.
I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 
penalty” (-1) to attack rolls when wielding thrown 

weapons
II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 

(+3) to attack rolls when wielding thrown 
weapons 

III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 
+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding thrown 

weapons

HURLER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with Thrown Weapons grants 
bonus weapon properties when you wield them.

I: Thrown Weapons gain +1 Critical Threat
II:  Thrown Weapons gain Threshold 1   
III:  Thrown Weapons gain Knockback 1

LONG THROW:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AWA 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

Training with far-away targets has allowed you to 
increase your effective range with thrown 

weapons without adding a penalty to the attack.
I:  +10 feet (2 squares) to your base range.

II:  +20 feet (4 squares) to your base range. 
III:  +30 feet (6 squares) to your base range.

OPENING FIRE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  SPD 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

You hurl a projectile before your opponent knows 
the fight has begun.

I: The first attack you make each encounter, no 
matter where it occurs, is granted a +1 to Attack 

and Damage.
II:  Each combat encounter that does not have a 
Surprise Round now has an Opening Fire round 

before the first normal round of combat in which 
you act alone or with other creatures that have 

the Opening Fire feature. Make one Basic Ranged 
Attack against a valid target during this round. You 

cannot move or take any other actions.
III:  You now gain an Opening Fire round even if 

there is a surprise round during the combat 
encounter. Opening Fire occurs between the 
Surprise Round and the first normal round of 

combat. You can additionally move 5 feet per SPD 
Bonus before or after making this attack.

POWER THROW:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  STR 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice accuracy for an attack that will do 
more damage. Do not add your DEX Bonus to this 

attack roll.
I:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x2 to damage.
II:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x3 to damage. 
III:  On a hit, instead of adding your STR Bonus to 

damage, add your STR Bonus x4 to damage. 

PRECISE THROW:
AP: 5   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  One Creature In Range
DURATION:  Instant    

You sacrifice power for an attack that is more 
likely to hit. Do not add your STR Bonus to 

damage for this attack.
I:  +1 to your attack roll.

II:  +2 to your attack roll. 
III:  +3 to your attack roll. 

PUMP FAKE:
AP: 5   SP: 3   CHECK:  Bluff 1+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Range

DURATION:  Instant  
You bluff your opponent into dodging your ranged 

attack too early, leaving them vulnerable.  
I: Make a basic ranged attack. Target's ranged 

defense is lowered by 1
II:  Target's Ranged Defense is now lowered by 

your Bluff Score
III:  Weapon special properties (excluding Swift) 
are increased by a value of 1 if this attack hits



UNARMED COMBAT (PHYSICAL)

UNARMED COMBAT CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

Your familiarity with unarmed combat allows you 
to craft, repair, and upgrade knuckles, wrist 

blades, or spiked gauntlets with ease.
I: +2 to Repair Checks to unarmed combat gear
II:  +2 to Crafting Checks to create or upgrade 

unarmed combat gear
III:  +4 to Repair Checks and Crafting Checks when 

working with unarmed combat gear

PROFICIENCY TRAINING – 
UNARMED COMBAT:

AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 2+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Permanent Feature   
Your experience training with unarmed combat 
has increased your ability to effectively wield 

them.
I:  Proficient: You no longer suffer the “untrained 

penalty” (-1) to attack rolls when wielding 
unarmed combat

II:  Expertise:  You now gain the “expertise bonus” 
(+1) to attack rolls when wielding unarmed 

combat 
III:  Mastery:  You now gain a “mastery bonus” of 

+1 Attack and +1 Damage when wielding unarmed 
combat

BRAWLER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature  

Your specific skill with Unarmed Combat grants 
bonus weapon properties when you wield them.
I: Unarmed Combat attacks gain +1 Critical Threat

II:  Unarmed Combat attacks gain Threshold 1   
III:  Unarmed Combat attacks gain Stun 1

DISARMING BLOCK:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  AWA 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Immediate Reaction 

You attempt to knock your assailant's weapon 
from their hand during a Melee Defense check. 

You take a penalty of -1 to this check.  
I: Disarm enemy's one-handed weapon upon a 
successful block. Weapon falls at enemy's feet.

II:  Disarm enemy's two-handed weapon upon a 
successful block. Weapon falls at it's feet.

III:  Weapons now slide 5 feet away in a random 
direction. You no longer take a penalty when 

performing this action.

GRAPPLER:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  AGI 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature 

You are extra skilled at grappling with your 
opponent.

I: +1 to Grab, Tackle, and Trip actions
II:  Deal STR Bonus damage at the end of each 

round that an opponent is Grabbed
III:  Throw: You may now pay 2 AP to make a 
Throw maneuver after a successful Grab. The 
opponent is knocked prone in an open space 
adjacent to you and takes STR Bonus damage

HEAD BUTT:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET:  One Creature In Reach
DURATION:  Instant 

You head butt an opponent, dealing bonus 
damage. A critical hit with a Head Butt always 

knocks an opponent unconscious for STR Bonus 
rounds in addition to any other critical bonuses. 

A botch with a Head Butt always knocks you 
unconscious for one round.

I: You deal your normal Unarmed Damage + 1d4 
Bludgeoning. Creatures without a typical “head” 

or that are wearing helmets are immune.
II:  Head Butt gains Stun 1.

III:  You may now head butt an opponent even if 
they are wearing a helmet. You may also elect to 

add Knockback 1 to any Head Butt that hits.

HEAD LOCK:
AP: 1   SP: 1   CHECK:  DEX 4+

TARGET:  One Grabbed Creature
DURATION:  One Round  

When you successfully Grab an opponent you 
may elect to convert the Grab into a Head Lock. 
You must pay the AP and SP cost each round it 
persists, and must make Grab vs Escape checks 

each round as normal.
I: If Head Lock persists for 3 rounds, enemy is 

knocked unconscious
II:  Head Locks now deal an additional 1d4 

suffocation damage each round (lowered by 
enemy's CON Bonus)   

III:  Snap Neck: When a Head Lock persists for 3 
rounds, you may now elect to pay 5 SP to instantly 

kill the creature.

RECKLESS ASSAULT:
AP: 2   SP: 2   CHECK:  CON 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Concentration 2    

You fight with little regard to your personal safety, 
but your wild abandon allows for higher damage 

thresholds.
I:  -2 to Melee Defense while the stance persists. 

You gain Threshold 2 for the duration.
II:  Choose a permanent augmentation for the 
stance:  Melee Defense  penalty changes to -1 

*OR*  special property changes to Threshold 3  
III:  You now gain BOTH augmentations for the 

stance 

UNARMED DEFENSE:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  DEX 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Permanent Feature    

Your training in martial arts has improved your 
defense against various attacks. You must have 

two hands free to gain these bonuses.
I:  +1 to Melee and Ranged Defense.

II:  Melee and Ranged Defense dice raise by one 
size. 

III:  +2 to Melee and Ranged Defense. 



ALTERATION SPELLS (ARCANE)

ALTERATION CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: Object or space in 25

DURATION:  Instant   
Your control over alteration magic allows you to 

create small harmless effects in the world.
I: You can create a flash of light, a passing aroma, 

or a short sound at will.
II:  You can additionally change the color or taste 

of objects, or make a mark, symbol, or short 
phrase appear on a surface for one hour. Range 

increases to 50.
III:  You can additionally change the feeling or 
texture of items, including the weight, and all 

effects can last up to two hours. Range increases 
to 100.

ARCANE IMPRISONMENT:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs WIL
TARGET: One Creature in Reach

DURATION:  Instant
You encase your enemy in a prison of magical 
force that tightens around them each round.
I: Creature is Incapacitated until the end of its 

next turn. At the beginning of it's turn it takes 1d4 
Bludgeoning damage.

II:  Creature is Incapacitated for INT Bonus rounds. 
At the beginning of each turn it takes 1d4 

Bludgeoning damage. Range extends to 30 feet.
III:  Creature is Incapacitated for INT Check 

rounds. At the beginning of each turn it takes 1d4 
Bludgeoning damage. Range extends to 50 feet.

DARKVISION:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: One Creature in 30

DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds  
You cast a spell that lets you see in the dark.

I: Target creature can see up to 10 feet in total 
darkness, or 5 feet in magical darkness.

II:  Target creature can see up to 20 feet in total 
darkness, or 10 feet in magical darkness. Duration 

is INT Bonus Minutes.
III:  Target creature can see up to 30 feet in total 

darkness, or 15 feet in magical darkness. Duration 
is INT Bonus Hours.

DISGUISE:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Concentration 3    

You can magically alter your appearance for a 
time.

I: You can change your face or body to appear as 
another generic creature of the same size that 

you are familiar with.
II:  You can finely alter your appearance enough to 

mimic a specific person that you can recall, 
including their voice.

III:  You can now cast this spell on another willing 
creature within 50 feet of you.

DISPEL BARRIER:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:   INT vs Barrier DC

TARGET:  Object in Line-of-sight 
DURATION: Instant  

You manipulate matter and energy in order to let 
you and your party safely pass an obstacle.

I: Magical barriers are dispelled on a successful 
check. 

II: Magical barriers or mechanical locks are 
dispelled or bypassed on a successful check. This 
also allows for 1 minute of group Water Walking.

III: Magical barriers, mechanical locks, or traps are 
dispelled or bypassed on a successful check. This 
also allows for 1 Hour of group Water Walking.

HASTE:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION: One Round   

You grant yourself or an ally extra energy and 
speed for a short time.

I: Target receives +1AP until the end of your next 
turn, and can move an additional 5 feet on a 

move action.
II:  Target receives +2AP until the end of your next 

turn, and can move an additional 10 feet on a 
move action.  Range increases to 25 feet. 

III:   Target receives +3AP until the end of your 
next turn, and can move an additional 15 feet on 

a move action.  Range increases to 50 feet. 

INVISIBILITY:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT 5+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  One Minute   

You turn yourself and your belongings invisible.
I: You remain invisible for the duration.

II:  You and one creature you can touch remain 
invisible up to INT Check minutes.

III:  You and your entire party remain invisible up 
to one hour.

MAGE ARMOR:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds   

You surround yourself or an ally in a magical layer 
of protection.

I: Melee Defense raises by one die size. Grants +1 
Damage Reduction (any).

II:  Melee and Ranged Defenses raise by one die 
size. Grants +1 Damage Reduction (any). Duration 

changes to INT Check Rounds.
III:  Melee, Ranged, and Mental Defenses raise by 
one die size. Grants +1 Damage Reduction (any). 

Duration changes to INT Check Hours.

MAGE LIGHT:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT 2+
TARGET: Area 30x30 in 100

DURATION:  Up to 1 Minute  
You light up the darkness with magical light.

I: You cast a magical flare above your head that 
illuminates a 25 foot radius with bright light for up 

to 1 minute.
II:  You attach a magical orb of light to an object, 
casting bright light up to 25 feet, and low light an 
additional 25 feet. The effect lasts up to an hour.
III:  You attach up to three magical orbs of light to 
an object or objects, casting bright light up to 25 

feet, and low light an additional 25 feet. The 
effect lasts indefinitely or until you dispel it.

WATER BREATHING:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET:  One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  INT Bonus Minutes    

You grant a creature the ability to breath even 
while fully immersed in water.

I:  Target can safely breath underwater for the 
duration of the spell.

II:  Up to three creatures can safely breath 
underwater for the duration of the spell. Duration 
changes to INT Check Minutes. Range increases to 

25 feet.
III:   Up to six creatures can safely breath 

underwater for the duration of the spell. Duration 
changes to INT Check Hours. Range increases to 

50 feet.



CHARM SPELLS (ARCANE)

CHARM CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION:  Instant   

Your control over charm magic makes it more 
likely to force others to do what you want.

I:  The next social CHR roll you make gains +1.
II:  You can reroll any social CHR roll you make 

taking the new roll +1. Range increases to 15 feet.
III:  You can reroll any CHR roll you make, social or 

otherwise, taking the higher roll +1. Range 
increases to 50 feet.

AGGRAVATE:
AP: 4   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION:  INT Score Rounds   

You enrage a creature, causing them to only focus 
on attacking you.

I: Target must move immediately towards you and 
attack if it can. It can take no actions that do not 

help it target you with an attack specifically.
II:  Blinded with rage, the target now takes a -1 to 

attacks against you.  Range increases to 50.  
III:  Blinded with rage, the target now takes a -2 to 

attacks against you. Range increases to 100.  

COURAGE:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET:  One Creature in 50
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds  

You charm an ally or other creature into feeling a 
level of bravery normally unknown to them.

I: A fleeing creature stops fleeing and returns to 
the fight. This spell can also remove the Fear 

condition from a creature, or make a cowardly 
creature take up arms (such as a townsperson)

II:  In addition to the other uses of this spell, you 
may choose to grant +1 to all melee attacks the 

creature makes for the duration. Range increases 
to 75.

III:  Melee attack bonus increases to +2. Target 
changes to INT Bonus Creatures in 100. Duration 

changes to INT Check Rounds.

FEAR:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs WIL
TARGET: One Creature within 50
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds   

You cast a spell that convinces a creature that you 
are a powerful force that it should be afraid of.

I: Target must succeed a WIL save each round for 
the duration or else suffer -2 to all attacks against 

you.
II:  Target must succeed a WIL save each round for 
the duration or else suffer -2 to all attacks against 

you or your allies and must move their full 
movement away from you before taking any other 

actions. 
III:   Target changes to INT Bonus Creatures within 

100. Duration changes to INT Check Rounds.

HYPNOTIZE:
AP: 4   SP: 7   CHECK:   INT vs WIL
TARGET:  One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  INT Check Seconds  

You completely hypnotize a creature. It will follow 
your instructions to the best of its abilities. It will 

not knowingly hurt itself, but it may do things 
detrimental to its best interests. 

I: Creature must be able to make eye contact with 
you when you cast this spell.

II: Creature need not make eye contact with you. 
Range increases to 15 feet. Duration increases to 

INT Bonus minutes.
III: Creature will now harm itself if your INT Check 

is 5+ its WIL Check. Range increases to 35 feet. 
Duration increases to INT Check Minutes.

RAGE:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION:  1 Round   

You incite rage in another creature, causing them 
to attack anyone or anything around them at 

random.
I: Target attacks closest creature to it. If multiple 
creatures are the same distance it is randomized.

II:  Duration increases to INT Bonus Rounds. 
Range increases to 50. Target will no longer attack 

Allies.
III:  Specific creatures may now be chosen for the 

Target to attack. Duration increases to INT Die 
Rounds (minimum of INT Bonus). Range increases 

to 100.

PACIFY:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT vs WIL
TARGET:  One Creature in Reach

DURATION:  Instant    
A hostile or otherwise agitated creature is calmed, 
losing the desire to attack its foes and forgetting 
to be angry at transgressors. It will remain idle or 
go about it's business as usual. If it is targeted by 
an attack the Pacified condition will be removed.

I:  1 Target.
II:  1 Target in 50. Automatically succeeds against 

wild animals and otherwise non-intelligent 
beings. 

III:   INT Bonus Targets in 100. Automatically 
succeeds against any Creature with a lower INT 

Score than you. 

SLEEP:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: INT Bonus Creatures in 25 
DURATION:  Instant

You cast a magical slumber over those in range.
I: Creatures that fail their WIL save are Asleep for 

one round. 
II:  Creatures that fail their WIL save are Asleep for 

INT Bonus rounds. Target changes to INT Bonus 
Creatures in 50.

III:  Creatures that fail their WIL save are Asleep 
for INT Check rounds. Target changes to INT Check 

Creatures in 75.

TRUTH:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT vs WIL
TARGET:  One Creature in Reach

DURATION:  Up to 1 Minute  
You compel a creature that speaks a language to 

answer any questions truthfully during the 
duration.

I: Creature can not lie, but does not have to 
divulge information it does not want to.

II:  Creature must answer any questions posed to 
it, even if it does not want to. Duration up to 10 

minutes.
III:  Creature is compelled to divulge any 

information that it knows would be useful to you, 
even if you don't specifically ask a question that 

references it. Duration up to 1 Hour.



ILLUSION SPELLS (ARCANE)

ILLUSION CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: Object in reach
DURATION:  INT Check Minutes   

Your control over illusion magic allows you to alter 
the appearance of objects to those with a weaker 

mind. Only one instance of this cantrip can be 
active at one time.

I: Items you are holding can appear to be 
something else of the same general size or shape 
that you choose. For example, a stick could look 

like a fencing sword, or a vial of poison could look 
like a mug of ale.

II:  The effect can be cast on items that you are 
not holding, up to 25 feet away. The general size 

and shape can be somewhat different. For 
example a trough of water may appear as a 

bench.
III:  The effect can be cast on non-intelligent 
creatures or items up to 100 feet away. For 
example a common dog might appear as a 

ferocious wolf. The duration may last up to an 
hour.

CONCEAL:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Object in Reach
DURATION:  Up to 1 Minute  

You completely conceal an object in your hand so 
that it remains unseen to onlookers.

I: Item must remain in your hand to remain 
concealed.

II:  Item can remain concealed for the duration 
even after being discarded. Duration extends to 

INT Bonus minutes.
III:  You can conceal items up to 25 feet away. 

Duration extends to INT Bonus hours.

DARKNESS:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:   INT 3+

TARGET:  Area 10x10x10
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds  

You cast an illusory field of utter blackness that 
makes it impossible to see. Only creatures with 
darkvision or that can otherwise see through 

magical darkness are unaffected.
I: Affects all creatures in area, including allies.

II: INT Bonus allies are immune from effects. Area 
extends to 15x15x15. Duration extends to INT 

Check Rounds.
III: All allies are immune from effects. Area 

extends to 20x20x20. Duration extends to INT 
Check minutes.

DUPLICATION:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  Instant    

You create one or more copies of yourself to 
confound your foes and draw their attacks. 

Whenever an enemy makes an attack against you, 
roll 1d6. On a 1 the enemy successfully targets 
you and the spell ends. On any other result the 

attack targets a duplicate: Remove one duplicate 
from the battlefield and you receive no damage.

I:  1 Duplicate.
II:  INT Bonus Duplicates. 
III:   INT Check Duplicates.

GHOST SOUND:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: All Creatures in Earshot of Point of Origin 
DURATION:  Instant

You create a magical noise to distract or confuse 
your target.

I: Instantaneous noise or single word. Point of 
origin must be within 25 feet. 

II:  A simple combination of noises or ongoing 
sound including a spoken phrase that lasts up to 

INT Check seconds, and then either repeats up to 
3 times or dissipates. Point of origin within 50.

III:  Complicated combinations of noises, ongoing 
sounds, or continual spoken words with several 

distinct voices. Dynamic range of volumes. 
Duration is up to 1 Hour. Point of origin within 

100.

MINOR ILLUSION:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: Location within 25
DURATION: One Hour   

You cast a spell that creates a simple illusion to 
those that view it. Careful inspection or a WIL 

check may reveal it to be an illusion.
I: Stationary walls, doors, and other simple 

illusory objects can be manufactured. A single 
silent ghostly figure or creature can also move 
slowly about, but must remain within Range.

II:  More complicated movement and collections 
of objects may be manufactured, and figures or 

creatures now look life-like. Range extends to 100 
feet. Duration extends to INT Check hours.

III:   Very large or complicated illusions can be 
created, such as an empty street appearing to 

bustle with townspeople and wagons, or a raging 
river can appear flowing through a dry gully. 

Illusion can remain for duration even if you move 
out of range. Illusion can be made Permanent and 
remain indefinitely, but will lower your maximum 

SP by 4 until it is dismissed.

MUFFLE SOUND:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION:  Up to 1 Minute   

You surround yourself or an ally in a magical field 
that dampens noises so that others can't 

eavesdrop or become alerted.
I: Muffle sounds that you make or in a specific 

space 5x5x5.
II:  Can be cast on another creature or in a specific 

space 15x15x15. Duration extends to INT Bonus 
minutes.

III:  Target can be up to 25x25x25 Duration 
changes to INT Check minutes.

PERSONAL HORROR:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET:  One Creature in 50
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

You create an illusory effect on another creature, 
making them believe they are in pain, horribly 

injured, or pursued by their greatest fear.
I:  On a success, roll 1d6 to discover Creature's 

Personal Horror. 1-2: A giant spider that only they 
can see is placed on the battlefield. They will flee 
it or fight it for the duration. 3-4: The creature will 

believe it has lost a limb. It will not use its main 
hand for the duration, believing it is severed. 5-6: 

The creature will believe it is choking, and will 
only take half its actions as it struggles for breath. 

It takes 1d6 Suffocation Damage.
II:  Roll 1d8. 1-6 Same as above. 7-8: Illusory pain. 
Creature feels the illusion of pain and takes 1d8 

Psychic Damage, and takes -1 to Attacks.
III:   Roll 1d10. 1-8 Same as above. 9-10: Creature 

goes into shock from the horror. Creature's 
condition is Paralyzed for the duration.

TRANSLUCENCY CUBE:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET:  Area 5x5 in 25
DURATION:  Concentration 3    

You create an illusory cube that projects light and 
images around the bounds of its area. Objects and 
creatures within the area are treated as Invisible, 

and onlookers see what lies beyond without 
disruption. The effect is only visual, and objects 

and creatures within the area can still be 
physically touched if discovered.

I:  Translucency Cube only works on stationary 
and silent objects or Creatures.

II:  Objects and Creatures can now move around 
within the area without disrupting the effect. 

Range increases to 50 feet. 
III:   Area now completely muffles sound within. 

Area increases to 10x10 in 100 feet. 



NECROMANCY SPELLS (ARCANE)

NECROMANCY CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: One Undead Creature in 100
DURATION:  Instant   

Your control over necrotic magic allows you to 
control undead creatures.

I:  You command an undead ally to take an action 
in addition to its base movement.

II:  You can command any unintelligent undead 
creature within range, even enemies.

III:  You can command an intelligent undead 
creature within range if you can beat it in a INT vs 

WIL check.

BLIGHT:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:   INT 3+

TARGET:  One Creature or Space in Reach
DURATION:  Instant  

You instill necrotic energy into an object or 
creature, augmenting or removing its lifeforce. 

I: 5x5 feet of plants per INT Bonus have the 
lifeforced sucked out of them. They wither and 

die, and you gain 1d4 temporary HP. You can also 
use this ability to deal 1d4 unblockable necrotic 
damage against all Plant Creatures within reach, 

turn normal water or holy water into Cursed 
Water, or negate the effects of a healing aura on 

an object or space.
II: You gain 1d6 temporary HP from withering 

plants, or can deal this as unblockable necrotic 
damage against all Plant Creatures within 25.

III: This effect now uses 1d8 for temporary HP or 
damage, and you can also cast this as a 

counterspell for any healing spell or ability that 
another creature is using. Treat this as an 

immediate reaction. 

DESECRATE GROUND:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Area 5x5 in 5
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds   

You imbue the ground with necrotic energy, 
damaging your living foes.

I: Living creatures moving into the area are dealt 
1d6+INT Bonus necrotic damage.

II:  Living creatures moving into the area are dealt 
1d6+INT Bonus necrotic damage. Undead 

creatures moving into the area are healed for 
1d6+INT Bonus HP. Target changes to 10x10 Area 

in 25. Duration increases to INT Check Rounds.
III:  Living creatures moving into the area are dealt 

1d10+INT Bonus necrotic damage. Undead 
creatures moving into the area are healed for 

1d10+INT Bonus HP. Target changes to 15x15 Area 
in 50. Duration increases to INT Score Rounds.

ENTROPIC DRAIN:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET:  1 Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant  

You convert the lifeforce of your foes into power 
for yourself.

I: Target Creature takes 1d6 + INT Bonus Necrotic 
Damage. You heal an equal amount of HP.

II:  You may choose to gain an equal amount of SP 
instead of HP. Range increases to 25.

III:  You may choose to gain any combination of 
HP and SP in an equal amount to the total 

damage dealt. Range increases to 50. If target is 
Undead the damage and effect is doubled.

FATIGUE SIPHON:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET: Creature in 10
DURATION:  Instant   

You siphon the energy out of an enemy and take it 
as your own.

I:  Target can only move a maximum of 5 feet on 
its next turn. You gain a 1 AP bonus on your next 

turn.
II:  Target can only take actions that cost 3 AP or 
less on its next turn. You gain a 2 AP bonus on 

your next turn.
III:  Target is too exhausted to move or take any 

actions on its next turn. You gain a 3 AP bonus on 
your next turn.

REANIMATE DEAD:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: One Dead Creature in 25 
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds

You send necrotic power into the body of a fallen 
creature to give it temporary undeath. 

Reanimated dead act of their own accord or 
remain idle unless commanded by your 

Necromancy Cantrip. They retain all of their stats 
and powers except for HP.

I: Creature is reanimated with INT Bonus HP. 
II:  Creature is reanimated with INT Check HP. 

Duration increases to INT Check Rounds. Range 
increases to 50.

III:  Creature is reanimated with INT Score HP. 
Duration increases to INT Score Rounds. Range 

increases to 100.

SENSORY AFFLICTION:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT vs WIL

TARGET:  One Creature in 25
DURATION:  Up to 1 Minute  

Using necrotic energy you affect your enemy's 
ability to sense the world around them.

I: The Target cannot use the sense of your choice 
from the following list: touch, smell, taste, 

hearing, or speech (including Sonic abilities).
II:  List now includes sight, and duration increases 

to INT Check minutes.
III:  List now includes Psionic abilities. Duration 

increases to up to 1 Hour, and Target changes to 
up to INT Bonus Creatures in 50. 

SUMMON UNDEAD:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon an undead creature to aid you for a 
short time. It receives either a movement or an 
action for free on each of your turns in combat. 
Additional movement or actions can be granted 

with the Necromancy Cantrip.  You may 
immediately spend 5 SP to extend its duration at 

the moment of unsummoning.
I: Tier 1 Undead Creature.

II: Tier 2 Undead Creature. Range increases to 25. 
Duration increases to 4 hours.

III:   Tier 3 Undead Creature. Range increases to 
50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

UNDEAD SERVANT:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  INT 5+

TARGET:  One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Permanent Until Destroyed   

You permanently enlist the aid of a reanimated, 
summoned, or commanded undead creature to 

be your personal servant. It receives either a 
movement or an action for free on each of your 

turns in combat. Additional movement or actions 
can be granted with the Necromancy Cantrip. 

Outside of combat it follows your instructions to 
the best of its ability, or remains idle until called 

upon.
I:  A tiny undead creature or a severed 

skeletal/zombie hand can be your minion. 1 HP 
per your level.

II:  A small creature or a partial medium 
skeletal/zombie body can be your minion. 3 HP 

per your level.
III:   A medium creature or a partial large 

skeletal/zombie body can be your minion. 5 HP 
per your level.



BLESSING PRAYERS (DIVINE)

BLESSING CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with blessing prayers allows you 
to grant small boons.

I:  Target receives 10% resistance of your choice. 
You may also use this cantrip to turn normal or 

cursed water into holy water. 
II:   Target receives 25% resistance of your choice.
III:  Target receives 50% resistance of your choice.

BATTLE BLESSING:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: WIS Bonus Creatures in Reach
DURATION: One Round 

A prayer that increases the likelihood of hitting in 
battle.

I: +1 Attack for the Duration.
II: +2 Attack for the Duration. Duration increases 

to 2 Rounds.
III:  +3 Attack for the Duration. Duration increases 

to 3 Rounds.

DIVINE KNOWLEDGE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  WIS 3+
TARGET: One Creature In 50

DURATION: Instant 
You implore your god for special knowledge.

I: +1d4 to an Arcana, Lore, Nature, Psionics, or 
Religion Check.

II: +1d4 to a Decipher, Identify, Study, or Sense 
Motive Check.

III: +1d4 to an Alchemy, Perform, or Survival 
Check.

ENHANCE SKILL:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET: One Creature in 25

DURATION: One Minute
You channel holy power to enhance your skills.
I: +2 to one Racial Skill, or +1 to any other Skill.
II: +5 to one Racial Skill, or +3 to any other Skill.

III: +10 to one Racial Skill, or +5 to any other Skill.

GODSPEED:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION: WIS Bonus Rounds 

You instill a supernatural quickness into yourself 
or an ally.

I: Target's SPD Score raises by 2 for the Duration.
II: Target's SPD Score raises by 4 for the Duration. 

Range increases to 20 feet.
III:  Target's SPD Score is doubled or raises by 5, 
whichever is higher. Range increases to 50 feet.

HOLY ARMOR:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION: One Encounter 

You don a holy layer of protection from your Deity 
that absorbs damage that you receive.

I: 1 Damage Reduction from all physical sources.
II: 2 Damage Reduction from all physical sources, 
and 1 Damage Reduction from all other sources.

III: 3 Damage Reduction from all physical sources, 
and 2 Damage Reduction from all other sources.

HOLY VIGILANCE:
AP: 3   SP: 6   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: All Allies in 25
DURATION: 8 Hours 

You pray for protection and watchfulness, likely 
during your night's sleep or in a dangerous area.

I: For the Duration your party cannot be surprised 
by combat.

II:  For the Duration everyone in your party 
receives +3 to Initiative.

III:  For the Duration, whenever another group 
would initiate combat, your party gains an 

automatic Surprise Round.

KEEN WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: WIS Bonus Creatures in Reach 
DURATION:  One Encounter

You bless a creature's weapons with supernatural 
sharpness, giving them a better chance to deal 

high damage. 
I:  Critical Threat +1.

II:  Critical Threat +2. Range changes to 25.
III:  Critical Threat +3. Range changes to 50.

PROTECTION:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION: WIS Bonus Rounds 

Your Deity surrounds you or an ally in a protective 
circle, raising your defenses.

I: +1 to all Defenses
II: All Defenses raised by one die size.

III: +2 to all Defenses. Range increases to 30. 
Duration increases to WIS Score Rounds.

RADIANT WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: Concentration 3 

A dazzling aura surrounds you, causing the 
weapons of you and your allies in range to deal 

additional Holy Damage.
I: 1d3 Bonus Holy Damage.

II: 1d4 Holy Damage. Range changes to Aura 10.
III:  1d6 Holy Damage. Range changes to Aura 20.

RIGHTEOUS FAVOR:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant  

Your Deity takes pity on your failure and turns 
back time a few seconds in order to give you 

another chance to succeed.
I:  Target can reroll any roll, taking the new result. 
II:   Target can reroll any roll, taking the higher of 

the two results. Range increases to 25.
III:  Target can reroll any roll and add your LUK die, 

taking the higher of the two results. Range 
increases to 50.

SACRED SHIELD:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 5+
TARGET: One Creature in 25

DURATION: Permanent Until Triggered
A powerful divine shield negates all the damage 

from one attack.
I: Must be cast ahead of time. Remains until the 
next time the Target receives damage, which will 
be reduced to 0. Sacred Shield then disappears.

II: Can now be cast as an Immediate Interrupt for 
10 SP. If cast this way Sacred Shield reduces any 

damage you are taking to 0 and disappears.
III:  Can now be cast as an Immediate Interrupt 
with a Target of All Creatures in 25 for 20 SP. If 

cast this way Sacred Shield reduces any damage 
all Targets are taking to 0 and disappears.



HEALING PRAYERS (DIVINE)

HEALING CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with healing prayers allows you to 
grant small boons.

I:  Target receives 1 Temporary HP 
II:   Target receives 1 Temporary SP

III:  Target receives WIS Bonus Temporary HP or 
SP.

CLEANSE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach 
DURATION:  Instant

You cleanse a creature of any negative effects.
I:  Removes any one Condition or Ongoing Effect 

from the Target. 
II:  Range increases to 25. Target is immune to 

new instances of the chosen effect for 1 Round.
III:  Target changes to All Allies within 50. 

Removes all negative Conditions and Ongoing 
Effects.  Targets are immune to new instances of 

the chosen effect for WIS Bonus Rounds.

CURE:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIS 3+
TARGET: One Creature in 10 

DURATION:  Instant
You cure a creature of what is afflicting it.

I:  Removes Poison or Disease from target. 
II:  Range increases to 50. Target is immune to 

poison or disease for WIS Bonus Rounds.
III:  Target changes to All Allies within 100. 

Removes both Poison and Disease from Targets. 
Target is immune to poison and disease for WIS 

Bonus Minutes. 

HEALING RADIANCE:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: Concentration 3 

Your radiate with a holy aura, healing allies that 
come close enough to bask in it.

I: Heal 1 HP per round.
II: Aura 10. Aura now also damages undead and 

enemies of your deity for an equal amount of 
Holy Damage per round as the healing.

III: Aura 15. Healing/Damage 2 per round.

MINISTERING TOUCH:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

Your touch has healing properties, delivering a 
more powerful effect than those that pray for it at 

range. You cannot cast this on yourself.
I: Heals 1d6 + WIS Bonus HP.

II: Heals 1d12 + WIS Bonus HP, or one Wound.
III:   Heals 1d20 + WIS Bonus HP, or all Wounds.

MINOR HEAL:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: One Creature In WIS Score x5 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You pray for the healing of minor wounds for 
yourself or an ally at range.

I: Heals 1d4 + WIS Bonus HP.
II: Heals 1d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or one temporary 

Wound.
III:   Heals 1d12 + WIS Bonus HP, or all temporary 

Wounds.

MAJOR HEAL:
AP: 4   SP: 7   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: One Creature In WIS Score x10 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You pray for the healing of major wounds for 
yourself or an ally at range.

I: Heals 1d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or all temporary 
Wounds.

II: Heals 2d8+ WIS Bonus HP, or one permanent 
Wound.

III:   Heals 3d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or all Wounds of 
any kind.

MASS MINOR HEALING:
AP: 4   SP: 9   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: All Allies In WIS Score x5 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You pray for the healing of minor wounds for 
yourself and all allies in range.
I: Heals 1d4 + WIS Bonus HP.

II: Heals 1d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or one temporary 
Wound.

III:   Heals 1d12 + WIS Bonus HP, or all temporary 
Wounds.

MASS MAJOR HEALING:
AP: 4   SP: 15   CHECK:  WIS 6+

TARGET: All Allies In WIS Score x10 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You pray for the healing of major wounds for 
yourself and all allies in range.

I: Heals 1d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or all temporary 
Wounds.

II: Heals 2d8+ WIS Bonus HP, or one permanent 
Wound.

III:   Heals 3d8 + WIS Bonus HP, or all Wounds of 
any kind.

RESTORATION:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  WIS 3+
TARGET: One Creature In 15
DURATION: Concentration 4 

Your deity grants you or an ally a rejuvenation of 
your energy when you need it most, based upon 

your devotion. This prayer has no effect outside of 
combat.

I: WIS Bonus SP for each round of concentration.
II: WIS Check SP for each round of concentration.
III: WIS Score SP for each round of concentration.

RESURRECTION:
AP: 6   SP: 25   CHECK:  WIS 7+

TARGET: One Dead Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

A dead creature is brought back to life.
I: Creature is returned to 1 HP, but sustains a 

permanent wound. Creature remains unconscious 
until outside of combat.

II: Creature is returned to HP equal to your WIS 
Score, but sustains a permanent wound. Creature 
is immediately awake and can take actions on its 

next turn.
III:  Creature is returned to full HP, but sustains a 

permanent wound. Creature is immediately 
awake and is moved directly after you in the 

combat order. 

REVIVAL:
AP: 4   SP: 8   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

A dying, unconscious, mortally wounded or 
paralyzed creature becomes stabilized and awake.
I: If Creature has less than 1 HP, it is returned to 1 

HP.
II: If Creature has less than 1 HP, it is returned to 
HP equal to your WIS Bonus. Range is now WIS 

Bonus x10 feet.
III:  If Creature has less than 1 HP, it is returned to 

HP equal to your WIS Check. Target is now All 
Allies in WIS Score x10 feet.



SMITING PRAYERS (DIVINE)

SMITING CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with smiting prayers allows you to 
grant small penalties.

I:  Target receives 1 Holy Damage. 
II:   Undead Target receives 3 Holy Damage.

III:  If Target has Divine Mark they receive WIS 
Bonus Holy Damage each time they attack you.

ABSOLVING TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach 
DURATION:  Instant

You grant forgiveness to your enemies through 
holy punishment.

I:  Target takes WIS Check Holy Damage. 
II:  Target takes WIS Check + WIS Bonus Holy 

Damage and is Stunned for 1 Round. 
III:  Target takes WIS Check + Level Holy Damage 

and is Stunned for WIS Bonus Rounds.

DESTROY UNDEAD:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  WIS 5+

TARGET: WIS Bonus Undead in 15
DURATION: Instant 

Your holy power damages undead creatures with 
an explosive light. This prayer may also work 

against enemies of your Deity.
I: 1d10 Holy Damage

II: 1d20 Holy Damage. Target changes to WIS 
Bonus +1 Undead in 25.

III:   1d50 Holy Damage. Target changes to WIS 
Score Undead in 50.

DIVINE MARK:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: One Creature you can see
DURATION: Concentration 1 

The Target is Marked for vengeance by your Deity. 
Only one Divine Mark may be active at once.

I: Marked Creature takes an additional 1d4 Holy 
Damage from all successful attacks from you.

II: Marked Creature takes an additional 1d4 Holy 
Damage from all sources.  Marked Creature 

receives a -1 Penalty to all attacks against you.
III: Marked Creature receives a -1 Penalty to all 

attacks against you and your allies. Marked 
Creature takes an additional 1d4 Holy Damage at 

the beginning of its turn.

HOLY LANCE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 25 
DURATION:  Instant

You throw a lance of pure holy energy at your foe 
that damages it and makes it vulnerable to future 

attacks. Each lance deals 1d4 + WIS Bonus Holy 
Damage. Whenever you miss with a Holy Lance, 

the Target's defense is lowered by 1 vs future Holy 
Lance attacks until you hit. Whenever you HIT 

with Holy Lance the Target's defense is lowered by 
1 vs ALL future attacks. This effect stacks.

I:  1 Lance.
II:  2 Lances. Range increases to 50.

III:  3 Lances (or WIS Bonus Lances, whichever is 
larger.) Range increases to 100.

INQUISITION:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature In 15
DURATION: WIS Bonus Rounds 

You bind and torture your enemy in the name of 
your Deity, purifying them through pain.

I: Target is Paralyzed for duration. They receive 
1d12 Holy Damage per round.

II: If Target drops to 3 HP or lower during the 
duration, it is converted and becomes your ally.
III:   Damage changes to 1d20 Holy Damage per 
round. Their conversion occurs at 3 + WIS Bonus 

HP or lower.

MASS SMITE:
AP: 4   SP: 7   CHECK:  WIS vs AGI

TARGET: WIS Bonus Creatures in 15 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

You call down holy energy from the heavens to 
smite your foes.

I: 1d6 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage.
II: 1d8 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. Range 25.

III:   1d10 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. Range 50.

PILLAR OF LIGHT:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET: All Creatures In WIS Check x5 Feet
DURATION: Instant 

A pillar of searing light surrounds you, burning 
holy damage into those it touches.

I: Targets take 1d6 Holy Damage
II: Targets take 1d6 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. 

Allies are now immune.
III:   Targets take 1d8 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. 

Range increases to WIS Check x10 Feet.

REBUKE UNDEAD:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: WIS Bonus Undead in 15
DURATION: Instant 

Your holy power drives away undead creatures or 
hurts them outright. This prayer may also work 

against enemies of your Deity.
I: Targets in Range cannot move closer to you. All 

Undead outside of range cannot move within 
range of this prayer for one round.

II: Targets in range are now knocked Prone. Range 
increases to 25.

III: Targets are paralyzed for WIS Bonus Rounds. 
Deals 1d3 Holy Damage to Targets each round. 

Target changes to WIS Score Undead in 50.

SACRED GROUND:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIS 3+

TARGET: Area 5x5 in 25
DURATION:  WIS Score Rounds  

You sanctify an area of ground in honor of your 
Deity. Creatures passing over the ground are dealt 

Holy damage for trespassing. 
I:  All creatures take 1d4 Holy Damage. 

II:   Allies and worshipers of your Deity are 
immune. Undead and worshipers of a Nemesis 

Deity take 2d4 Holy Damage. All others take 1d4.
III:  Only creatures you designate are immune. 

Undead and worshipers of a Nemesis Deity take 
4d4 Holy Damage. All others take 2d4 Holy 

Damage. Target Area increases to 10x10 in 50.

SMITE:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIS vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature In 50
DURATION: Instant 

You call down holy energy from the heavens to 
smite a single foe.

I: 1d8 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage.
II: 2d6 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. Range 75.

III:   2d8 + WIS Bonus Holy Damage. Range 100.

VENGEFUL AVATAR:
AP: 4   SP: 9   CHECK:  WIS 6+

TARGET: Space Adjacent to One Enemy in 100
DURATION: Until Target Enemy is Destroyed

You summon the avatar of your god to punish an 
enemy of your choice.

I: Acts of its own accord.
II: You can now give it specific commands. Will 

remain until the end of combat.
III:   Remains with the party up to 1 hour per WIS 

Bonus, or until a specific task is completed.



DEITY (DIVINE)

AGNES OF VALENCOURT –
CROWN OF PETALS:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The goddess of protection and flowers sends a 

circling aura of petals to defend against all types 
of elemental and magical energies.

I: +1 to Mental Defense, and non-physical damage 
is reduced by your WIS Bonus

II:  +2 to Mental Defense, and non-physical 
damage is reduced by your WIS Die

III:  +3 to Mental Defense, and non-physical 
damage is reduced by your WIS Score

AQUANE THE WATER OF LIFE –
HEALING WATERS:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Instant   
The goddess of the oceans and healing sends a 
wave of life-giving water to cleanse and restore 

you.
I: Heal 1d12 + Heal Skill HP. Ongoing Fire Damage 

is extinguished.
II:  Heal 1d20 + Heal Skill HP. Ongoing Damage 

from Acid, Fire, or Poison is extinguished.
III:  Heal to Max HP. Condition is returned to 

Normal.

BAST –
ROARING DANCE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  All Allies

DURATION:  One Round   
The goddess of singing and dancing enlightens 

you with a holy song and dance that invigorates 
you and your allies.

I:  Targets gain bonus Sonic Damage to all attacks 
equal to your Perform Check for the duration.

II:  Targets gain x2 effect to all Bard Songs for the 
duration.

III:  Enemies at half HP or less are Afraid and flee 
from battle for the duration.

THE BEAST –
SCALES OF DESTINY:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy in Line of Sight
DURATION:  Immediate Reaction   

The god of balance and destiny curses those that 
stand against you to suffer that which they deal.
I: Target enemy that is dealing damage to you or 
an ally also deals an equal amount of damage to 

itself.
II:  Target enemy that is dealing damage deals an 

equal amount of damage to itself, and the 
damage dealt to you or your ally is reduced to 0.

III:   Target enemy that is dealing damage deals an 
equal amount of damage to itself and all other 

enemies, and the damage dealt to you or your ally 
is reduced to 0.

DAERN-ASHA –
THE TOWER:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Aura 5

DURATION:  WIS Bonus Rounds   
The god of building and the air constructs a tower 

of wind around you and then topples it on your 
enemies.

I: The Tower Is Built: All allies within the Aura gain 
+3 Melee, Ranged, and Mental Defense for the 

duration
II:  The Tower Stands: All allies that move into the 

Aura from outside of it gain 2 AP.
III:  The Tower Crumbles: At the end of the 

Tower's duration, all creatures outside of the Aura 
take 1d8 bludgeoning damage, dealt as a Wind 

effect.

DAVARAZ ALEHORN –
THE ART OF CELEBRATION:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Instant   
The god of crafting and imbibing smiles warmly 

upon you, bolstering your abilities with forge and 
keg alike.

I: Double your check to Craft, Repair, Cook, Brew, 
or for any check involving Alchemy. Output is 

likewise doubled.
II:  Triple your check to Craft, Repair, Cook, Brew, 

or for any check involving Alchemy. Output is 
likewise tripled.

III:  Quadruple your check to Craft, Repair, Cook, 
Brew, or for any check involving Alchemy. Output 

is likewise quadrupled.

DRUSILLA OF WILLOWS –
VISAGE OF DARK BEAUTY:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  WIS Check Minutes

The goddess of beauty and darkness grants you a 
fragment of her intoxicating power over mortals.

I: CHR Checks are doubled for the duration.
II:  Charm spells cost half SP for the duration, and 

the duration of all Charm spells is equal to the 
remaining duration of Visage Of Dark Beauty.
III:  You can command one intelligent creature 

that can make eye contact with you to do 
anything you tell it for the duration.

ELIHSHOL –
ASTRAL KNOWLEGE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  WIS Bonus Minutes  
The god of astrology and science reveals hidden 

knowledge to you.
I: INT Checks gain Advantage. Additionally, you 
may use or manipulate a magical item or device 
that you are not trained in, such as using a wand 

from a spell school you don't know.
II:  Checks to Study or learn new information, as 

well as checks to recall information you have 
heard or read, are doubled.

III:   You can fluently speak, read, and write one 
language of your choice for the duration.

ESSURU –
HUNTER'S VIGILANCE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter  
The goddess of hunting and vigilance soars high 

above you in her eagle-form, spotting your 
enemies.

I: You mark a target. For the rest of the encounter 
you always know the target's location, even if it 

hides or leaves your sight line. Spells and powers 
that normally require line-of-sight no longer need 

line-of-sight if the target is still within range.
II:  Ranged weapons do not take a distance 

penalty against the marked target. Cover and 
concealment no longer provide it bonuses.

III:  You deal double damage against your marked 
target.



DEITY (DIVINE)

ETLU –
FERAL SPEAR:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  One Enemy in 50

DURATION:  Instant   
The god of war and dominion flings a spear of 

feral energy at your enemies.
I:  The spear automatically hits, dealing 1d20 

piercing damage.
II:  The spear now burns with holy fire, dealing 
1d6 ongoing Fire Damage for the remainder of 

the encounter.
III:  The spear now explodes in a fiery burst after it 
hits, dealing 1d10 fire damage in Aura 10 around 

the Target (including the Target).

FELIDAEN –
CAT'S GRACE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Round   
The god of felines and agility temporarily 

transforms you into a cat to grant you a brief 
moment of his unmatched grace.

I:  You become a cat briefly, granting you +1d8 to 
all AGI Checks. Your unarmed attacks deal an 

additional 1d4 Slashing Damage and the next one 
you make costs no AP.

II:  Your AGI Checks now receive +2d8. Your 
unarmed attacks deal an additional 2d4 Slashing 
Damage and the next one you make costs no AP.

III:  Your AGI Checks now receive +3d8. Your 
unarmed attacks deal an additional 3d4 Slashing 
Damage and the next one you make costs no AP.

GOL'TAN –
LEGION OF DEVILS:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Open Space within 25
DURATION:  One Encounter   

The god of devils and control sends his minions to 
aid you in your quest to bring his dominance over 

all other creatures.
I:  A Level 1 Devil is summoned within range. It is 
allied to you, and you can motion instructions to 

it, but it acts of its own accord. If you speak 
Devonic you can command it to take specific 

actions that it must follow. 
II:  Additionally, a Level 3 Devil is summoned 
within range, under the same circumstances.
III:  Additionally, a Level 5 Devil is summoned 
within range, under the same circumstances.

THE HAG –
ACIDIC SCREAM:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Area 5x25 within 50

DURATION:  Instant   
The goddess of acid and screeches fills the air 

with a nightmarish scream that eats away at those 
that hear it.

I:  All Creatures within the area take 1d6 Sonic 
Damage and 1d6 Acid Damage. A roll of 1 on any 
die deals its respective damage to you instead.
II:  All Creatures within the area take 2d6 Sonic 

Damage and 2d6 Acid Damage. A roll of 1 on any 
die deals its respective damage to you instead.
III: All Creatures within the area take 3d6 Sonic 

Damage and 3d6 Acid Damage. A roll of 1 on any 
die deals its respective damage to you instead.

HALSPACKA THE TREE –
SUDDEN SAPLING:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Space within 20

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The goddess of trees and unforeseen 
circumstances sends a sapling to grow 

immediately out of the earth, even through stone 
and other materials.

I:  The sapling blocks line-of-sight and line-of-
effect.

II:  The sapling can now recede into the earth on 
your turn, and be summoned in a new spot of 

your choosing. 
III:  You can now summon a second sapling. You 

may move both on your turn for free.

HELVINSTED –
STONE SHIELD:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The god of defense and stoneworkers bestows a 

magical shield of stone for you to wield.
I:  You are granted a stone shield in your offhand 
that provides +3 Melee and Ranged Defense. It 

has no encumbrance.
II:  The shield can now be summoned “over” 

another shield, adding its defense bonus to your 
existing shields bonus. If you do not have a shield 
equipped, Stone Shield becomes +4 instead of +3.
III:  The shield can now seek out incoming attacks, 

negating all damage from one hit, including 
magical or elemental damage. It shatters upon 

impact if used this way.

IX –
SILVER SURPISE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The god of silver and practical jokes grants you a 

blessing of monetary surprises.
I:  Any weapons or spells that deal damage are 
considered “Silvered” for damage purposes for 

the duration. You gain 1 silver piece each time you 
damage a foe.

II:  Each time you slay an enemy a small explosion 
of silver pieces erupts from it. Gain LUK Die silver 

pieces for each creature you slay.
III:  Now, each time you successfully deal damage 
to any enemy it erupts with LUK Die silver pieces 
instead of just granting you 1. Additionally, when 
you slay an enemy the explosion deals an equal 
amount of silvered piercing damage to all other 

enemies in Aura 10.

JARRUS “KINGMAN” TAEK –
WINE OF CONGRESS:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION: One Hour   
The god of friendship and wine materializes a 

small bottle of his famous vintage that you 
suddenly discover amongst your possessions.

I:  Drinking the wine grants you +1 CHR. Sharing 
the wine with another creature grants you +2 CHR 

and +3 Diplomacy for checks against them.
II:  Drinking the wine grants you +2 CHR. Sharing 

the wine with another creature grants you +3 CHR 
and +5 Diplomacy for checks against them.

III:  Drinking the wine grants you +3 CHR. Sharing 
the wine with another creature grants you +4 CHR 

and +10 Diplomacy for checks against them.

KOO'RAN –
UNMOVABLE MOUNTAIN:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  One Encounter   

The god of stubbornness and the hills shares his 
steadfastness and resolve.

I:  Each time an enemy or effect tries to move you 
or knock you prone, you may instead remain 

standing in your location. You receive a +1 Bonus 
to all rolls of any kind on your next turn.

II:  Whenever you miss with a weapon or power 
attack, gain a stacking +1 Bonus to the same 

attack against the same opponent.
III:  Whenever you do not take a Movement 

Action you gain CON Die HP at the end of your 
turn.



DEITY (DIVINE)

LU'CRICIA –
WINTER MOON:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Area 10x10 within 100

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The goddess of frost and the moon casts a beam 
of freezing light down upon your enemies from 

the heavens.
I:  All creatures within the area take 1d6 Necrotic 

Damage and 1d6 Frost Damage.  
II:  You may now move the area up to 10 feet for 2 

AP on your turn. Creatures that end their turn 
within the area are Frozen until the end of their 

next turn.
III:  Winter Moon now deals 2d6 Necrotic Damage 
and 2d6 Frost Damage. Allied Laroon, Trolls, and 
Vampires that end their turn within the area are 

healed HP equal to their Heal Check.

THE MOTHER SPIRIT –
GUIDING WINDS:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  All Allies

DURATION:  Instant  
The goddess of guidance and winds shows you 

your path when you go astray.
I:  A soft, almost-tangible, magical wind blows 

past you, showing you the quickest route through 
your current area or returning you to a spot you 

recognize when you are lost.
II:  The Guiding Wind now reveals nearby enemies 

along your path and how to avoid them. 
III:  The Guiding Wind now reveals hidden caches 
of loot along the way or specific quest objects and 

the most direct path to them.

THE MUD GOD –
CAMOUFLAGE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The god of hiding and the swamps sends a layer 
of magical mud to make you blend in with your 

surroundings.
I:  You are completely concealed and invisible to 

other creatures. Attacking or movement ends the 
effect.

II:  You are now immune to any area-of-effect 
powers and effects while camouflaged.
III:  Attacking or movement no longer 

immediately end the effect.  Instead roll your LUK 
Die. On a result of 4 or higher you remain hidden.

NOG-ṴR –
HEALING RAPTURE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The goddess of healing and pleasure restores your 

battle wounds as a reward for worthy hunting.
I:  Killing a creature that has damaged you 
restores all HP lost to the slain creature.  

II:  Killing a creature that has damaged you 
restores your HP to maximum.

III:  Killing any creature restores HP to maximum.

OI –
INSANITY'S TREASURE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Instant   
The god of madness and possessions grants a wild 

random affect.
I:  Roll 1d6:  1-You are Blinded for one round, but 

have a heightened level of smell and taste. 
2-Your armor and clothes spontaneously fall off. 
3-You find LUK Die number of mundane objects. 
4-Your closest ally gains +1d20 Lightning Damage 
to next attack.  5-You are immune to all damage 
until you target an enemy.  6-You find LUK Bonus 
gold pieces in a purple coin pouch at your feet.
II:  Roll 1d8:  1-6 Same as above.   7-The closest 

enemy is turned into a sheep.  8-You find LUK Die 
gold pieces in a red coin pouch at your feet.

III:  Roll 1d10: 1-8 Same as above.    9-All of your 
hits are critical hits for the next LUK Die turns.  10-

You find LUK Score gold pieces in a golden coin 
pouch at your feet.

OPUM TUMBLEBELLY –
A SHORT NAP:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Concentration   
The god of diminutive creatures and napping 

grants you a blessed sleep from which you awake 
restored and refreshed.

I:  You fall prone in your location and your 
condition is Unconscious. You may wake yourself 
up at any time. At the end of each turn that you 

continue your nap you receive 1d8 HP and 1d8 SP. 
II:  Each turn that you nap now grants 1d12 HP 

and 1d12 SP. 
III:  Each turn that you nap now grants 1d20 HP 

and 1d20 SP. If you nap for three rounds your HP 
and SP are returned to Max.

OVADER –
APPROACHING STORM:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Area 5x100 in 50 

DURATION:  Instant   
The god of storms and purification sends a wave 
of wind, rain, and lightning across the battlefield.

I:  Starting 50 feet away from your position, a 
storm materializes. Each turn it moves 5 feet 

closer to your position.  Each Creature within the 
storm takes 1d4 Lightning Damage and must 
make a Resist Force or Balance save to avoid 
being knocked prone. The storm dissipates as 
soon as you enter its area or it reaches your 

position. 
II:  Approaching Storm now only deals damage to 
enemies, but all within the area must make save 

throws vs falling prone. Lightning damage 
increases to 1d8.

III:  Allies within the area are now cleansed of any 
negative conditions or ongoing damage, and no 
longer must make save throws vs falling prone. 
Enemies are instantly knocked prone, and take 

1d12 Lightning damage.

QAINN –
PAY TRIBUTE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  Instant   
The god of slavery and tribute grants you power 

in exchange for your sacrifice.
I:  Sacrifice any amount of gold pieces. An equal 
amount of enemies are immediately enslaved. 

You must have available CHR Bonus to take on the 
new follower. You have a 25% chance of retaining 

each gold instead of sacrificing it. 
II:  Chance to retain gold is now 50%
III:  Chance to retain gold is now 75%

RAREN NOGLYRCHZ –
BINDING BATTLE:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter   
The god of war and contracts sanctions a binding 
mystic agreement between you and your enemy.
I:  Mark an enemy. That enemy must meet you in 

melee combat, and can take no other actions. 
II:  You now gain +2 to Attack and Defense against 

the marked enemy.
III:  You now gain +2 Damage and Damage 

Reduction against the marked enemy.



DEITY (DIVINE)

SEVINA –
HARMONIOUS WARMTH:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET:  Aura 5
DURATION:  One Hour 

The goddess of harmony and the sun sends a ray 
of sunlight down upon you, blessing you and 

those nearest to you.
I:  The aura grants a bonus 1d4 to all charm spells, 
bard songs, and diplomacy checks to those within 

it. 
II:  Harmonious Warmth is now Aura 10, and the 

bonus die increases to 1d6.
III:  Harmonious Warmth is now Aura 15, and the 

bonus die increases to 1d8.

SLEETH THE SNAKE DEMON –
MASS OF SNAKES:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Area 5x5 within 50
DURATION:  One Encounter 

The goddess of snakes and chaos sends her 
children to torment and confuse your enemies.

I:  Summons 1d4 Level 1 snakes. They act of their 
own accord, and will attack anyone within reach. 
II:  Summons 1d8 Level 1 snakes. Each now carries 

a poisonous bite.
III:  Summons 1d12 Level 1 snakes. Each now 

carries a poisonous bite and will not attack allies.

UUSH'ROK –
BLOOD RITUAL:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter 
The god of mercy and blood sacrifices grants you 

a massive boon in exchange for your blood.
I:  You cut yourself, pouring blood onto the 

ground as a sacrifice to Uush'Rok. Lower your max 
HP by any amount for the remainder of the 

encounter. You deal an equal amount of bonus 
damage with every power or attack you make. 

II:  You now instantly gain an amount of 
Temporary SP equal to the amount of your blood 

sacrifice.
III:  You now instantly gain an amount of AP equal 

to the amount of your blood sacrifice. This is 
granted on the same round that Blood Ritual is 

cast only.

YARLEN JADZENCHANZ –
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+

TARGET:  Self
DURATION:  One Encounter 

The goddess of shields and sages rewards you for 
sharpening your mind and taking note of the 

world around you.
I:  Add your Identify score to Melee Defense. 
II:  Add your Study score to Ranged Defense.
III:  Add your Lore score to Mental Defense.

ZAREXICANTH UNDYING –
INFALLIBLE OATH:

AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIS 4+
TARGET:  Self

DURATION:  One Encounter 
The god of dragons and oaths repays you for your 

commitment by honoring an ancient pact.
I:  An avatar of Zarexicanth in the form of a 

spectral dragon appears over your shoulders. All 
enemies with line of sight must succeed a save 
roll vs Afraid at the beginning of their next turn. 

All checks you make to impose fear effects or 
intimidation gain Advantage.

II:  During your Movement actions you are lifted 
up off of the ground by The Dragon's avatar. 

Terrain and other creatures do not affect your 
movement nor does it grant opportunity attacks. 
You gain 10 bonus feet to each Movement action.

III:  Each turn The Dragon's avatar can attack a 
creature within 10 feet of you for free. The attack 

uses 1d20 + WIS Bonus and succeeds 
automatically on a result of 10 or higher. A 

successful hit deals psychic damage equal to your 
WIS Bonus + your level.



EARTH SPELLS (ELEMENTAL)

EARTH CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Object in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your control over elemental earth allows you to 
form rock, dirt, or sand into the shapes you 

choose.
I: You create an object or shape out of dirt or 

sand. Its usefulness is bound to the nature of its 
material. It holds its shape for 1 minute per INT 

Bonus.
II:  You create an object or shape out of rock, dirt, 
sand, and the like. Its usefulness is bound to the 
nature of its material. You can also mend broken 
stone, remove the solid earth from mud, or coat 
an existing object with stone, etc. The effect lasts 
up to 1 hour per INT Bonus. The range extends to 

15 feet.
III:  You create an object or shape out of rock, dirt, 
sand, and the like. Its usefulness is bound to the 
nature of its material. You can also mend broken 
stone, remove the solid earth from mud, or coat 
an existing object with stone, etc. The effect lasts 
up to 1 day per INT Bonus. The range extends to 

100 feet.

CRAG ERUPTION:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs AWA

TARGET:  Area 5x5x25 in 100
DURATION:  Instant    

You call shards of rock out of the ground to strike 
your foes from below.
I:  4 Piercing Damage

II:  4 Piercing Damage and creatures in area are 
displaced 5 ft. Target changes to Area 10x10x25 

III:   6 + INT Bonus Piercing Damage and creatures 
in area are displaced up to 10 ft. 

EARTHQUAKE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs Balance

TARGET: Area 25x25 in 100
DURATION:  Instant

You cast a spell that shakes the very earth, 
throwing your opponents off balance or knocking 

them down.
I: Creatures within Area must succeed a Balance 

Check or else become stunned.
II:  Creatures within Area must succeed a Balance 

Check or else fall prone and become stunned. 
Duration changes to INT Bonus rounds.  

III:  Creatures within Area must succeed a Balance 
Check or else fall prone and become stunned and 
take 1d4 Bludgeoning Damage. Target changes to 

Area 50x50 in 100.

GATHER STONES:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: Bare Earth within 25

DURATION:  Instant   
You call earth and rock forward to be used as 

ammunition or stepping stones.
I: You can summon 1d3 stones to be used as sling 

ammunition or a thrown projectile. You can 
summon stone to rise from riverbeds and such to 

aid in crossing.
II:  You can now summon 1d6 stones, and you can 

reshape them to be bolts or arrows. Range 
increases to 50 feet.

III:  You can summon 1d10 stones, and you can 
reshape them to be spears or ballista 

ammunition. Range increases to 100 feet.

METEOR:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: Area 5x5 in 50
DURATION:  Instant   

You call down a mass of rock to fall from the sky.
I: 1d10 Bludgeoning Damage

II:  1d12 Bludgeoning Damage, and Target 
changes to Area 10x10 in 75 

III:   1d20 Bludgeoning Damage, and Target 
changes to Area 10x10 in 100

SHALEBURST WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI
TARGET: One Weapon in Reach

DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds   
You cover a weapon with shale shrapnel that 

buries itself into enemies when the weapon hits.
I: 1d3 Bonus Piercing Damage

II: 1d4 Bonus Piercing Damage. Duration increases 
to INT Check Rounds.

III: 1d6 Bonus Piercing Damage. Duration 
increases to INT Score Rounds.

STONESKIN ARMOR:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds   

You create a protective layer of stone armor over 
yourself or an ally.

I: +2 Melee and Ranged Defense.
II:  Duration increases to INT Check Rounds 

III:  Melee and Ranged Defense dice increase by 
one size. +1 Physical Damage Reduction.

STONE PRISON:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 100
DURATION:  One Round   

You encase a creature in a cell of stone, causing 
them to be immobile. At higher levels the prison 
grows smaller each round, crushing the Target.

I: Creature's Condition is Immobilized.
II:  Creature's Condition is Incapacitated. Duration 

changes to INT Bonus Rounds. 
III:  Creature's Condition is Paralyzed. The 

creature takes 1d4 Bludgeoning Damage each 
round it is imprisoned.

SUMMON EARTH ELEMENTAL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon an earth elemental to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the moment of 
unsummoning.

I: Tier 1 Earth Elemental Creature.
II: Tier 2 Earth Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 25. Duration increases to 4 hours.
III:  Tier 3 Earth Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

WALL OF ROCK:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Wall 5x5x5 in 50 
DURATION: INT Check Rounds  

You conjure a wall of solid rock that creatures and 
objects cannot move through.

I: Wall has 25 HP
II: Wall can be up to 10x10x10 in 100, and has 50 

HP.
III:   Wall can be up to 15x15x15 in 100. Wall is 

indestructible if you pay Concentration 3.



FIRE SPELLS (ELEMENTAL)

FIRE CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Object in range
DURATION:  Instant    

You can light or put out candles, torches, 
campfires, and the like at will. You can start fires 

on flammable materials such as paper or dry 
brush with this spell, but you cannot directly deal 

damage.
I: Range 10 feet

II:  Range 100 feet, can delay effect up to 1 
minute

III:  Range 1000 feet, can delay effect up to 1 hour

BURNING GROUND:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AWA

TARGET:  Area 5x5x5 in 75
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

You conjure flames in a small spot on the ground.
I: 1d4 Fire Damage

II:  2d4 Fire Damage, +1 round   
III:  3d4 Fire Damage, +2 rounds

CONFLAGRATION:
AP: 4   SP: 10   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 25x25 in 75
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds  

You summon a massive cloud of fire to engulf a 
large area in flames, dealing damage to creatures 
that move through it or begin their turn within it.
I: 1d6 Fire Damage per 5 feet of movement/turn. 

II: 1d12 Fire Damage per 5 feet of 
movement/turn.  

III: 1d20 Fire Damage per 5 feet of 
movement/turn, and at the beginning of each 
round it expands by 5 feet in every direction.

FEED THE FLAMES:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  INT vs AWA

TARGET: Area 50x50x50 in 200
DURATION:  Instant

You increase the elemental power of already lit 
fires around you, causing all candles, torches, 

braziers, and other nearby fire sources to violently 
erupt in flames, burning everything near them.

I: 1d6 Fire Damage
II:  1d6 + INT Bonus Fire Damage, and area 

increases to 100x100x100 feet.
III:  1d8 + INT Bonus Fire Damage, area increases 

to 150x150x150 feet, and you can isolate 
individual fires within that range if you choose.

FIREBALL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 10x10x10 in 50
DURATION:  Instant    

You hurl a ball of fire that explodes within an area, 
possibly setting creatures on fire.

I: 1d6 Fire Damage,  1d4 Ongoing for 1 round
II:  1d8 Fire Damage, 1d4 Ongoing for 2 rounds   
III:  1d10 Fire Damage, 1d4 Ongoing for 3 rounds

FIREBURST:
AP: 3   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Aura 5
DURATION:  Immediate Reaction    

You respond to being hurt with a fiery outburst, 
sending a wave of elemental fire out from your 

body in all directions. You may choose to activate 
this spell any time you take damage from any 

source.
I: Level Fire Damage

II:  Level Fire Damage, Aura +5 
III:  Level Fire Damage, Aura +10

FIRESTORM:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 15x15 in 50
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds  

You summon fire to rain down from the sky in a 
large area.

I: 1d4 +1 Fire Damage per 5 feet of 
movement/turn 

II: 1d4 + Level Fire Damage per 5 feet of 
movement/turn

III: 1d4 + Level + INT Bonus Fire Damage per 5 
feet of movement/turn, and at the beginning of 

each round for the duration it expands by 5 feet in 
every direction.

FLAME BOLT:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 100
DURATION:  Instant   

You shoot a bolt of flame from your hand.
I: 1d6 Fire Damage

II:  1d8 Fire Damage 
III:  1d12 Fire Damage

FONT OF LAVA:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 5x5x50 in 75
DURATION:  Instant    

You summon forth an eruption of lava from the 
ground that shoots high enough to scorch flying 

creatures.
I: 1d6 Fire Damage

II: 2d6 Fire Damage   
III:  3d6 Fire Damage

RING OF FIRE:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs AWA

TARGET:  Aura 5
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

An aura of flames surrounds you, burning all that 
come within range.
I: 1d4 Fire Damage

II:  Allies are now immune.
III:  Duration is now Concentration 2.

SCORCHING TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant

You burn a creature you can touch.
I: INT Bonus +3 Fire Damage
II:  INT Score Fire Damage   

III:  INT Score + Level Fire Damage

SEARING WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  One or Two weapons you can touch
DURATION:  Concentration 3    

You endow your weapon or the weapon of an ally 
with elemental fire, allowing attacks with that 

weapon to deal bonus Fire Damage.
I: 1d4 bonus Fire Damage

II:  1d4 bonus Fire Damage, and the range to cast 
increases to 15 feet.

III:  1d6 bonus Fire Damage, and the Target 
changes to: All weapons equipped by allies within 

25 feet.

SUMMON FIRE ELEMENTAL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon a fire elemental to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the moment of 
unsummoning.

I: Tier 1 Fire Elemental Creature.
II: Tier 2 Fire Elemental Creature. Range increases 

to 25. Duration increases to 4 hours.
III:  Tier 3 Fire Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

WALL OF FIRE:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+
TARGET:  Wall 5x20x10 in 50 

DURATION: INT Check Rounds  
You conjure a wall of crackling flames that 

creatures can only move through if they dare.
I: 1d6+1 Fire Damage, blocks ranged Ice Spells

II: 1d8+2 Fire Damage, blocks ranged Ice Spells   
III:  1d12+3 Fire Damage, blocks ranged Ice Spells



ICE SPELLS (ELEMENTAL)

ICE CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Object in range
DURATION:  Instant    

You can turn any still water within range into solid 
ice.  You can cool hot liquids or surfaces and 

create small pellets of ice or snow out of thin air.
I: Range 25 feet

II:  Range 50 feet, can delay effect up to 1 minute
III:  Range 100 feet, can delay effect up to 1 hour

AURA OF COLD:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Aura 5
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

An aura of cold surrounds you, freezing all that 
come within range.

I: 1d3 Cold Damage, target is slowed.
II:  Allies are now immune.

III:  1d4 Cold Damage, and can be cast as a 
Concentration 3 duration

COLD BOLT:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 75
DURATION:  Instant   

You shoot a bolt of icy force from your hand.
I: 1d6 Cold Damage

II:  1d8 Cold Damage, 50% chance to freeze target 
for one round 

III:  1d10 Cold Damage, 50% chance to freeze 
target for INT Bonus rounds

FROZEN GROUND:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Area 5x5x5 in 75
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

You conjure ice in a small spot on the ground, 
creating a slippery surface that slows creatures or 

causes them to fall prone.
I:  Creatures in area are slowed for the duration 

and must succeed an AGI Check or else fall prone.
II:  AGI Check gains DC +1. Area changes to 10x10 
in 100. Duration Increases to INT Check Rounds.   

III:  AGI Check gains DC +2. Creatures that fail 
their AGI Check take 1d4 falling damage. Duration 

increases to INT Score Rounds.

FROZEN TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds

You touch a creature, freezing it solid.
I: Target is frozen for the duration.

II:  Target is frozen for the duration +1 Round and 
takes 1 Cold Damage per round. 

III:  Target is frozen for the duration +2 Rounds 
and takes 2 Cold Damage per round. 

FROST WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  One weapon you can touch
DURATION:  Concentration 3    

You endow your weapon or the weapon of an ally 
with elemental ice, allowing attacks with that 

weapon to deal bonus Cold Damage.
I: 1d4 bonus Cold Damage

II:  1d4 bonus Cold Damage, and the Target 
changes to: All weapons equipped by one or two 

allies within 25 feet.
III:  1d4 bonus Cold Damage, and the Target 

changes to: All weapons equipped by all allies 
within 50 feet.

ICESTORM:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 15x15 in 50
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds  

You summon magical ice to rain down from the 
sky in a large area.

I: 1d4 Cold Damage per round
II: 1d8 Cold Damage per round, and target 

changes to Area 15x15 in 75  
III: 1d12 Cold Damage per round, and target 

changes to Area 20x20 in 100  

ICY TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant

You deal ice damage to a creature you can touch.
I: INT Bonus +3 Cold Damage, and target is slowed 

for one round
II:  INT Bonus +5 Cold Damage, and target is 

slowed for INT Bonus rounds.   
III:  INT Bonus + Level Cold Damage, and target is 

slowed for INT Check rounds.

SUMMON ICE ELEMENTAL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon an ice elemental to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the moment of 
unsummoning.

I: Tier 1 Ice Elemental Creature.
II: Tier 2 Ice Elemental Creature. Range increases 

to 25. Duration increases to 4 hours.
III:  Tier 3 Ice Elemental Creature. Range increases 

to 50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

WALL OF ICE:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET:  Wall 5x20x10 in 50 

DURATION: INT Check Rounds  
You conjure a wall of solid ice that creatures and 

objects cannot move through.
I: Wall must be exact dimensions or smaller in a 

straight line
II: Wall can be up to 10x40x20 in 100, and can 

bend or turn
III:   Wall can be up to 20x80x40 in 200, and can 

bend or turn and contain empty spaces



LIGHTNING SPELLS (ELEMENTAL)

LIGHTNING CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  Area or Object in Reach
DURATION:  Instant    

You use elemental lightning to create a basic 
effect.

I: You shock an item or creature dealing no 
damage, or create a momentary arc of electricity 
that lights up a 20 foot radius with normal light.
II:  You can additionally use static electricity to 

adhere light items to a surface, charge an item to 
release a non-damaging shock upon touching or 

moving near to, and can sustain lighting effects up 
to one minute per INT Bonus. Range increases to 

50 feet.
III:  Lighting effects can be sustained up to one 

hour per INT Bonus, and items that are charged 
can deal 1d3 Lightning Damage. Range increases 

to 100 feet.

ARC OF ELECTRICY:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: All Creatures in Area 5x15
DURATION:  Instant   

You conjure a stream of electricity that shocks 
anyone within its arc.

I: 1d6 Lightning Damage
II:  1d10 Lightning Damage and the range extends 

to 25 feet. 
III:  2d6 Lightning Damage, and the range extends 

to 50 feet.

AURA OF ELECTRICITY:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs AWA

TARGET:  Aura 5
DURATION:  INT Bonus Rounds    

An aura of electricity surrounds you, zapping all 
that come within range.
I: 1d4 Lightning Damage

II:  Allies are now immune. 50% chance to Stun 
target for one round.

III:  Can now be cast as a Concentration 3 
duration. Stunned Creatures now create an Aura 5 
in which additional enemies have a 50% chance to 

be Stunned for one round.

CHAIN LIGHTNING:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 125 and a second 
creature within 15 of the first

DURATION:  Instant   
You shoot a bolt of lightning from your hand that 

arcs from one target to the next.
I: 1d4 Lightning Damage

II:  1d6 Lightning Damage, arcs to a third creature 
within 15 of the second

III:  1d8 Lightning Damage, arcs to a fourth 
creature within 15 of the third

ELECTRIC TOUCH:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  DEX vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION:  Instant

You deal lightning damage to a creature you can 
touch.

I: +3 Lightning Damage, and target is knocked 
back 5 feet.

II:  +5 Lightning Damage, and target is knocked 
prone.  

III:  INT Bonus + Level Lightning Damage, and 
target is stunned for INT Bonus rounds.

LIGHTNING BOLT:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 125
DURATION:  Instant   

You shoot a bolt of lightning from your hand.
I: 1d4 Lightning Damage

II:  2d4 Lightning Damage 
III:  3d4 Lightning Damage

LIGHTNING RUNE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET: Area 5x5 in 25
DURATION:  Instant   

You place a magical rune on the ground that deals 
lightning damage to anyone that steps upon it. 

Only one rune may be active at a time.
I: 1d10 Lightning Damage. Rune lasts INT Bonus 

rounds.
II:  1d12 Lightning Damage. Rune lasts 1 Hour.
III:  1d20 Lightning Damage. Rune lasts 1 Day.

SHOCK WEAPONS:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 3+

TARGET:  One weapon you can touch
DURATION:  Concentration 3    

You endow your weapon or the weapon of an ally 
with elemental lighting, allowing attacks with that 

weapon to deal bonus Lightning Damage.
I: 1d4 bonus Lightning Damage

II: Target changes to All weapons equipped by one 
ally within 10 feet. Hits with these weapons stun 

for one round.
III:  Target changes to All weapons equipped by all 

allies within 15 feet.  

STORM GLOBE:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET:  Area 10x10x10 in 50
DURATION: INT Bonus Rounds  

You summon an electrical storm in the shape of a 
contained sphere.

I: 1d8 Lightning Damage per round
II: 1d10 Lightning Damage per round. Area 

changes to 20x20 in 75  
III: 1d12 Lightning Damage per round. Area 

changes to 30x30 in 100  

SUMMON LIGHTNING ELEMENTAL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon a lightning elemental to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the moment of 
unsummoning.

I: Tier 1 Lightning Elemental Creature.
II: Tier 2 Lighting Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 25. Duration increases to 4 hours.
III:  Tier 3 Lightning Elemental Creature. Range 
increases to 50. Duration increases to 8 hours.



WIND SPELLS (ELEMENTAL)

WIND CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET: Object or space in 25

DURATION:  Instant   
Your control over elemental wind allows you to 

cast a small controlled burst of air.
I: You create wind strong enough to blow out 
candles or torches, disperse fog, smoke, and 

gases, or ruffle light items.
II:  Range increases to 100 feet, and you can delay 
the effect for up to INT Bonus minutes. Wind can 

howl loud enough to conceal normal volume 
voices.

III:  Range increases to 1000 feet, and you can 
delay the effect for up to INT Bonus hours. Wind 

can howl loud enough to cover loud volume 
voices and other noises. You can alternately 

create pockets of air around a creature, allowing 
for underwater exploration or to negate the 

effects of suffocation.

BLAST OF AIR:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs Resist Force

TARGET: 5x5 line up to 50
DURATION:  Instant   

You create a strong blast of air that can blow 
objects around, push back creatures, or cause 

flying creatures to land.
I: Creates enough force to move up to 50 lbs or 
stumble creatures of small size or smaller INT 

Bonus x5 feet.
II:  Creates enough force to move up to 150 lbs or 
stumble creatures of medium size or smaller INT 

Bonus x5 feet. 10x10 line up to 100. 
III:   Creates enough force to move up to 300 lbs 
or stumble creatures of large size or smaller INT 

Bonus x5 feet. 15x15 line up to 200.

HURRICANE:
AP: 4   SP: 8   CHECK:  INT vs Resist Force

TARGET: Area 30x30 in 100
DURATION:  1 Round   

You call forth a mighty hurricane that can damage 
and disrupt.

I: All creatures in the area take 1d8 bludgeoning 
damage. If they fail a Resist Force check they fall 

prone.
II:  All enemies in the area take 1d10 bludgeoning 
damage. If they fail a Resist Force check they fall 
prone. Allies are immune. Duration changes to 

INT Bonus rounds.
III:  All enemies in the area take 1d12 bludgeoning 
damage. If they fail a Resist Force check they fall 
prone. Allies are immune. Duration changes to 
Concentration 4. Area changes to 50x50 in 200.

SUMMON WIND ELEMENTAL:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon a wind elemental to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the moment of 
unsummoning.

I: Tier 1 Wind Elemental Creature.
II: Tier 2 Wind Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 25. Duration increases to 4 hours.
III:  Tier 3 Wind Elemental Creature. Range 

increases to 50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

TORNADO:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  INT vs Resist Force

TARGET: Area 5x5x100 in 50
DURATION:  Instant

You call upon a tornado to interfere with your 
enemies and deal them damage.

I: Creatures within Area must succeed a Resist 
Force check or else become stunned and 

randomly displaced 1d4x5 Feet.
II:  Duration changes to INT Bonus rounds, and on 

subsequent turns you may move the tornado 
location up to 25 feet for 3 AP.  Each creature 

affected receives 1d4 slashing damage.
III:  You may now move the tornado location up to 

50 feet for 3 AP.  Target changes to Area 
10x10x100 in 100. 

UPDRAFT:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  INT 4+

TARGET:  Creature in 100
DURATION:  Instant    

You use elemental wind to grant yourself or a 
willing creature momentary flight. When the spell 
ends the creature is softly returned to the ground.
I:  Updraft one creature up to 20 feet in the air for 

one round.
II:  Updraft one creature up to 50 feet in the air 

for INT Bonus rounds. 
III:   Updraft one creature up to 100 feet in the air 

for INT Check rounds, or up to 4 creatures in a 
10x10 square for 1 round. You can now Updraft 

unwilling Creatures if you succeed an INT Check vs 
their Resist Force.

WALL OF WIND:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  INT 3+
TARGET:  Wall 5x5x10 in 50 

DURATION: INT Check Rounds  
You conjure a wall of swirling air that blocks or 
disrupts the trajectory of ranged weapons and 

creatures.
I: Ranged Defense raises by 1 die size as long as 
you are adjacent to the Wall. Creatures passing 

through wall are slowed.
II: Ranged Defense raises by 2 die sizes as long as 
you are adjacent to the Wall. Creatures passing 

through wall take 1d4 bludgeoning damage.
III: Ranged Defense raises by 3 die sizes as long as 

you are adjacent to the Wall. Creatures passing 
through wall take 1d6 bludgeoning damage. Wall 

can be up to 10x10x20.

WIND MOUNT:
AP: 4   SP: 7   CHECK:  INT 5+

TARGET: Self
DURATION:  Concentration 4   

You conjure a mount of elemental wind. It has a 
vague swirling shape that you choose, but is 
otherwise transparent. You can summon and 

unsummon this mount seamlessly with your own 
movement

I: Mount has a SPD of 10. It can hover a foot over 
the ground, including water and other terrains.

II:  Mount has a SPD of 15. It can hover up to five 
feet off the ground. You can cast this spell on an 

ally within 25 feet.
III:  Mount has a SPD of 20. It can hover up to ten 

feet off the ground. You can cast this spell on 
yourself and any combination of allies within 25 
feet at the same time, but must pay the SP cost 

for each instance.

WIND SCOURGE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  INT vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION:  Instant   

You lash out with a scourge of elemental wind to 
slash your foes.

I: 1d6 slashing damage. Building Damage +1.
II:  1d8 slashing damage. Range changes to 50 

feet. Building Damage +2.
III:  2d6 slashing damage. Range changes to 100 

feet. Building Damage +3. 



TELEKINESIS (PSIONICS)

TELEKINESIS CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Object in 30
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with telekinesis powers allows you 
to create small effects.

I:  Using your mind you can manipulate an item or 
collection of items 15 lbs or lighter within Range. 
They can be moved anywhere within range, may 

hover, or be pushed/pulled through the air.
II:   The weight limit of the objects increases to 50 

lbs, and the range increases to 100 feet.
III:  The weight limit of the objects increases to 

100 lbs, and the range increases to 200 feet.

BURST OF RAGE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: Instant/Immediate Reaction

You send out waves of telekinetic energy to 
damage your foes, or as an almost subconscious 
reaction to being dealt damage. (You may choose 

to use this Power as an Immediate Reaction 
whenever you are dealt damage from any source)

I:  1d4 Psychic Damage in Aura 5. 
II: 1d4 Psychic Damage in Aura 10, or 1d6 Psychic 

Damage in Aura 5.
III:  1d4 Psychic Damage in Aura 15, or 1d6 Psychic 

Damage in Aura 10, or 1d8 Psychic Damage in 
Aura 5.

DISASSEMBLE:
AP: 6   SP: 10   CHECK:  WIL vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION: Instant 

You tear your target apart at the molecular level.
I: WIL Score Psychic Damage to a Creature or 

object.
II: WIL Score + Level Psychic Damage to a Creature 

or object. Range increases to 25.
III: 1d50 Psychic Damage. Range increases to 50.

EQUILIBRIUM:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: One Minute

You use kinetic energy to stabilize yourself in a 
variety of ways.

I: +2 to a check to Balance, land on your feet, or 
otherwise change your velocity or direction.

II: Can now be cast on an Ally in 25.
III: Bonus expands to +5.

FORCE PUSH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 20
DURATION: Instant 

You send a burst of telekinetic energy at a 
creature or object, pushing them backwards. 
Additional damage or effects may result from 

striking walls, other objects, falling off ledges, etc.
I: You push the creature or object no greater than 

medium size or 250 lbs up to 10 feet.
II: Creatures large size or objects 500 lbs or less 

may now be pushed. Push distance is now 15 feet, 
or WIL Bonus x5 feet, whichever is larger. Range 

increases to 40 feet.
III: Can now be used as an Immediate Reaction 
when a creature moves adjacent to you. Range 
increases to 50 feet. Push distance increases to 
WIL Check x5 feet. A second creature may be 

targeted if you have two free hands.

LEVITATION:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIL 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: WIL Check Rounds 

You levitate off of the ground using telekinetic 
power. 

I: You levitate up to 5 feet off of the ground.
II: You can now levitate up to WIL Check + WIL 

Bonus feet off of the ground, or add that number 
to a Jump Check. On subsequent rounds you can 
thrust 5 + WIL Bonus feet in any direction as a 2 

AP Move Action.
III:  You can now levitate up to WIL Score + Level 
feet off of the ground, or add that number to a 

Jump Check. On subsequent rounds you can 
thrust 5 + WIL Score feet in any direction as a 2 AP 

Move Action.

POWER DASH:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  WIL 5+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Immediate Reaction

Your manipulation of time and energy allows you 
to dash with almost teleportation-like speed.

I: You move 5 feet into an open location just as an 
opponent is making an attack against you, 

granting a +2 to defense. Area attacks that target 
your new space negate this bonus.

II: You may now use this power in reaction to 
missing an opponent with a melee attack, adding 
+2 to the attack and recalculating the result. You 
must move to a location in range of the attack.
III:  The distance you can travel during a Power 
Dash, as well as the attack and defense bonus 

granted, are equal to your WIL Bonus (if larger.) 
Each WIL Bonus point equals 5 feet of movement.

POWER EXTENSION:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Raw telekinetic power extends down your arm or 
through your weapon, adding an extra bonus to 

your unarmed or melee weapon attacks.
I: Add WIL Bonus additional damage to an 

unarmed or melee weapon attack. The damage 
type is the same as the base damage type, but 

you may elect to deal it as Psychic Damage.
II: Add WIL Score additional damage to an 

unarmed or melee weapon attack.
III: You may now elect to permanently apply WIL 

Bonus additional damage to all unarmed and 
melee weapon attacks, at the cost of permanently 

lowering your max SP by 5. You may still 
situationally pay to activate Level II of this power, 

but must subtract your permanent WIL Bonus 
from the WIL Score additional damage.

TELEKINETIC WEAPON ASSAULT:
AP: 4   SP: 4   CHECK:  WIL vs AWA

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: Instant 

You use telekinetic energy to control a melee 
weapon at a distance, or give your ranged 

weapon a little boost.
I: You can make a normal attack using a melee 

weapon against a Creature in Range, ignoring the 
normal range of the weapon.

II: You can now add 1d4 bonus damage to a 
ranged weapon attack, and the base range of the 
weapon extends by 25 feet. The bonus damage is 

of the same type as the base damage.
III: You can now make a melee weapon attack 

with 1d4 bonus damage, or a ranged attack with 
1d6 bonus damage. The bonus damage is of the 
same type as the base damage. Melee weapon 

attacks can be made within a range of 50. Ranged 
weapon attacks gain 50 feet to their base range.



TELEPATHY (PSIONICS)

TELEPATHY CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  WIL 3+

TARGET: Creature in 100 or that you can see
DURATION:  Permanent    

Your familiarity with telepathy powers allows you 
constant bonuses.

I:  You can speak telepathically with any willing 
creature that is also telepathic.

II:   You can now hear telepathic conversations 
taking place between other creatures.

III:  You can roll your Psionics and WIL checks 
twice whenever you use a Telepathy Power, taking 

the higher result.

ATTACK MIND:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  WIL +1 vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: WIL Bonus Rounds

You break down a creature's mental defenses 
from the inside out, letting future attacks from 

you and your allies have a better chance of 
succeeding.

I: Target receives -1 to WIL for the Duration.
II: Target receives -2 to WIL for the Duration. 

Duration increases to WIL Score Rounds. Check 
increases to WIL +2 vs WIL.

III: Target receives -3 to WIL for the Duration. 
Duration increases to Until End of Encounter. 

Check increases to WIL +3 vs WIL. 

DISTRACTION:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: Instant

You use Telepathy to distract or confound another 
creature.

I: Target takes -3 to a skill check to Search, Listen, 
or otherwise sense something, and may move or 

look in a different direction as a result of the 
distraction. 

II: Target takes a -3 penalty to a ranged attack, or 
drops Concentration.

III: Wailing Siren. You invade your foes mind with 
a sound only audible to them. Their condition is 
Confused and they take 1d4 Psychic Damage for 

WIL Bonus Rounds.

EMPATHIC FIELD:
AP: 4   SP: 2  CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 15
DURATION: One Round   

You share in the feelings of another creature, or 
present your feelings to them.

I: You can feel what the Target feels, but they are 
aware of the intrusion. Similarly, you may push 

your emotions onto the Target. If your Condition 
is affected by Fear, Rage, and the like, the Target 
gains that Condition as well for the Duration. The 

reverse is true, and you can gain bonuses from 
emotionally-charged conditions such as bravery-

bolstering bard songs or rally cries.
II: Target is now unaware of the empathic field if 
you choose. You can now fabricate emotions and 

conditions for the Target, even if you are not 
suffering from them. Range increases to 50. 

Duration increases to WIL Bonus Rounds.
III:   You may now choose to send a wave of 
Psychic energy into the Target, dealing 1d6 

Psychic Damage in addition to any other effects of 
this Power. Range increases to 100.

MIND DART:
AP: 4   SP: 4  CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 15
DURATION: Instant   

You shoot a “dart” of psychic energy at your foe.
I: 1d8 + WIL Bonus Psychic Damage.

II: Can shoot a number of darts equal to your WIL 
Bonus (minimum 2). They can be at the same 

opponent or multiple opponents in Range.
III:   Range increases to 100 feet. Damage 

increases to 1d10 + WIL Bonus Psychic Damage.

PRECOGNITION:
AP: 4   SP: 1   CHECK:  WIL vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: One Round

Your grasp of psychic energy grants you a glimpse 
at the immediate future. This power can be used 

out of turn in combat for an additional 5 SP.
I: You learn what the Target will do on its next 
turn. This includes movement path, attacks, 

targets, and other actions or intents. New events 
between now and then can potentially change 

this behavior.
II: You gain a situational bonus of +2 or WIL Bonus 
(whichever is larger) to any type of defense or skill 

check that is the result of the Target's actions.
III: Now if new events change the Target's 

behavior, you and your allies immediately become 
aware of it. The situational bonus now applies to 

any ally targeted by the Target as well.

PREMONITION:
AP: 3   SP: 3  CHECK:  WIL 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant   

The telepathic energy running through you grants 
an insight into future events.

I: You gain +2 to all defenses until the beginning of 
your next turn.

II: You can now get premonitions about your 
allies. You can choose to grant a +2 to all defenses 

until the beginning of your next turn to one of 
your allies instead of yourself.

III:   Your grasp is so strong that you can feel every 
attack coming in the current round. All allies 

including you receive a +2 to all defenses until the 
beginning of your next turn.

SEND THOUGHTS:
AP: 3   SP: 1  CHECK:  WIL 3+
TARGET: One Creature in 50

DURATION: Instant   
You communicate telepathically with a creature in 

range.
I: You may send a single word, picture, or idea to a 
friendly creature in Range. They may reply with a 

single word, picture, or idea of their own.
II: You may now speak in full sentences for up to 
one minute at a time with a friendly or neutral 

creature in Range. They can respond at will.
III:   You can now force your thoughts into the 
mind of a hostile creature. They need not pay 
attention nor reply, but they can no more stop 

you than they could keep you from speaking out 
loud. Range increases to 100 for all creatures 

except for allies. Allies can be at any distance from 
you as long as they are on the same plane of 

existence.

SLOW TIME:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  WIL 5+

TARGET: Self
DURATION:  WIL Bonus Rounds  

You slow down time for everyone except for you. 
Although everyone else feels like they are moving 

at a normal speed, you will seem to move at 2x 
speed. This may have other benefits outside of 

combat.
I:  Your movement is doubled for the Duration.
II:   The extra time you have to make decisions 

allows for a +2 bonus to all defenses or skill 
checks during the duration (your choice). This is 

instead of doubling your movement distance.
III:  You may now choose to have attack rolls gain 

a +2 for the Duration instead of movement, 
defense, or skill checks.



ANIMAL COMPANION (SPIRIT)

ANIMAL COMPANION CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+
TARGET: Animal Companion 

DURATION:  Instant   
Your spiritual bond with your animal companion 

allows you to grant it spirit-healing.
I:  Once per day you can perform a Heal Check on 
your Animal Companion for free, healing an equal 

amount of HP as the result.
II:  You forge a Life-Link with your Animal 

Companion. At any time (that you are conscious) 
you can transfer any amount of HP from yourself 
to your Animal Companion, and vice versa. This 

action requires 3 AP.
III:  You learn a Resurrection Ritual, allowing you 
to bring your Animal Companion back from the 

dead. The ritual costs 10 SP, 1 Hour, and 1 unit of 
Holy Basil.

CALL ANIMAL COMPANION:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self 
DURATION:  Permanent

You call upon a beast of the wild to be your 
constant companion and ally. You may release 
your Animal Companion at any time, or at any 
time call upon a new one.  You may not have 

more total Followers including Animal 
Companions than your CHA Bonus. If you call a 
new Animal Companion and do not have the 

appropriate CHA Bonus, you must release one 
back into the wild. You can only call Natural 

Creatures: Aquatic Animals, Flying Animals, or 
Land Animals.

I: One Tier 1 Animal.
II:  One Tier 2 Animal, or Two Tier 1 Animals.

III: One Tier 3 Animal, or One Tier 2 Animal and 
One Tier 1 Animals, or Three Tier 1 Animals.

NATURE AFFINITY:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Permanent Feature

Your time spent with a creature of nature has 
given you a better relationship with all animals.
I:  You always roll Handle Animal checks twice, 

taking the higher result. 
II: You can use your Animal Companion as a 
Mount if its size and strength is appropriate.

III:  Other creatures of the same general type as 
your Animal Companion can be Calmed as a free 

action on your turn. You can use the Spirit 
Conduit or Spell Familiar powers on these 

creatures after they have been calmed for an 
additional 5 SP. At the end of the current 

encounter, or after ten minutes, they return to 
the wild.

SKILL BUFF:
AP: 0   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Permanent Feature

Your spirit-bond with your Animal Companion 
allows you to receive a permanent bonus to one 
or more skills, equal to that of the skill of your 

Animal Companion.
I: One Skill Buff.

II: Two Skill Buffs.
III: Three Skill Buffs.

SPELL FAMILIAR:
AP: 1   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHR 5+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant   

You use your Animal Companion as the point of 
origin for spells that you cast. You must have line-
of-sight to your Animal Companion to do this. The 
AP and SP cost of these spells is in addition to the 

AP and SP cost of using this Power.
I: Your Animal Companion can deliver any Touch 
spells that you cast, spells with a range of Self, or 

spells with a range of Within Reach.
II: Your Animal Companion can now deliver any 

ranged spells that you cast. The range of the 
Target is measured from your Animal Companion 

instead of from you.
III:   The additional AP and SP cost for using your 
Animal Companion as the point of origin for your 
spells is removed. Additionally, you may now cast 
spells you know through your Animal Companion 

while inhabiting their body through the Spirit 
Conduit power.

SPIRIT CONDUIT:
AP: 6   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 5+
TARGET: Animal Companion
DURATION: Concentration 6

You can channel the senses of your Animal 
Companion, and can at higher levels take control 

of them completely as a vessel for your 
consciousness. While in this state your body 

remains motionless and unaware of it's 
surroundings.

I: You can smell, taste, feel, or hear what your 
Animal Companion does.

II: You can see what your Animal Companion sees. 
Additionally you can speak through your Animal 
Companion's mouth. The volume and sound of 

the voice is the same as your own.
III:  You can completely inject your consciousness 
into your Animal Companion, pushing them aside 
temporarily and taking over their motor functions 

and decision-making for the duration. Innate 
animal instincts are still present, and you 

understand “language” of the forest in the same 
way your Animal Companion would.

TEACH TRICK:
AP: 2   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA 3+
TARGET: Animal Companion
DURATION: One Encounter 

Your familiarity with your animal companion 
allows you to teach it tricks. These can be for 

entertainment, as part of an act that you perform, 
or something more creative, such as teaching a 

ferret to retrieve keyrings. You pay the AP and SP 
cost when giving your Animal Companion a 

command to perform its trick.
I:  You teach your Animal Companion one trick 

that it can perform on command.
II:   You teach your Animal Companion a second 

trick that it can perform on command.
III:  You teach your Animal Companion a third trick 

that it can perform on command.

TRAINING:
AP: 2   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA  4+

TARGET: Animal Companion
DURATION: CHR Bonus Rounds 

Your Animal Companion learns certain behavior 
systems that, once activated by a command, allow 

them to follow certain actions without explicit 
direction from you.

I: Defender. The creature will defend a specific 
person, item, or location from all interference or 

danger from enemies or strangers until 
commanded to stop. Defender Mode is 

automatically activated if you fall unconscious.
II:  Scout. The creature will search a predefined 

area, path, or radius, and can be instructed to find 
other creatures, items, or locations. This also 

allows your Animal Companion to take a turn at 
night watch during an extended rest.

III:  Battle. The creature will actively seek out 
targets on its own in battle, employ strategy and 
wariness against powerful dangers, and allow for 

special combat actions such as flanking and 
ambushing. This generally allows for more total 

combat actions for you and your companion then 
giving specific instruction does. 



BARD SONGS (SPIRIT)

BARD SONG CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION:  Concentration 3   

Your familiarity with bard songs gives you 
additional minor powers while you are practicing 

or improvising.
I:  Allies within the Aura gain 1 Temporary HP per 

Round.
II:   Allies within the Aura may add their LUK 

Check to effects that heal HP or restore SP while 
you play the song.

III:  You can instantly wake up an ally that is asleep 
or knocked unconscious, or dispel an effect that 

has left them Dazed, Confused, or Charmed.

CHANT OF FOCUS:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Aura 20 
DURATION:  Concentration 3

Your rhythmic chanting calms the nerves and 
steadies the hands of your allies.

I: +1 to one Defense of your choice.
II: +1 to two Defenses of your choice. Aura 25.

III: +1 to all Defenses. Aura 30.

DISTRACTION IN B MINOR:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: Concentration 4

You play or sing a distracting riff, lowering your 
enemy's defenses and attention.

I: -1 to all Defenses. Enemy drops Concentration.
II: -2 to all Defenses. All Creatures in 5x25.

III: -3 to all Defenses. Range becomes Aura 25.

THE EPIC OF STRAUSSGARD:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 5+

TARGET: Aura 10
DURATION:  Concentration 3  

This epic disheartens your enemies and bolsters 
your allies, recounting an infamous battle from 

long ago.
I:  Enemies within the Aura receive a -1 to all 

Attack rolls they make. 
II:   Allies within the Aura gain +1 Physical Damage 

Reduction.
III:  Enemies now receive -2 to all attack rolls. Aura 

grows to 15.

HYMN OF RESTORATION:
AP: 6   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHR 4+

TARGET: Aura 15
DURATION: Instant   

While resting or enjoying a quiet moment 
between battles, you play a soothing hymn that 

restores SP to you and your allies. You may 
perform this immediately after an encounter, or 

right before an extended rest.
I: Targets receive SP equal to their STA Bonus, or a 

minimum of 1.
II: Targets receive SP equal to their STA Bonus + 

Your CHA Bonus, or a minimum of 3.
III:   Song can now be played in battle. Targets 
receive SP equal to their STA Check + Your CHA 

Bonus, or a minimum of 5.

MARCH OF WAR:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA  5+

TARGET: Aura 10
DURATION: Concentration 3 

You inspire your allies with a war march that 
increases their chance to hit.

I: All allies in range gain +1 to melee and ranged 
attack rolls.

II: Aura 15. All attack powers are now included in 
bonus (spells, prayers, etc.)

III:  Aura 20. Attack bonus is now +2.

NIKOS' GASP:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA vs CON

TARGET: Aura 15
DURATION: Concentration 4 

A mystical song that causes your foes to suffocate 
and fall silent.

I: Creatures within the aura that fail their 
Endurance Check cannot talk and take 1d4 

suffocation damage per round for the Duration.
II: Suffocation damage increases to 2d4. Aura 20.
III: Suffocation damage increases to 3d4, and if 

they fail three rounds in a row they fall 
unconscious.

POEM OF ENCOURAGEMENT:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: Instant

You recite a poem that instills confidence and 
focus into your allies, allowing them to perform 

their skill checks with higher accuracy.
I: Targets receive +1 to next Skill Check.
II: Targets receive +3 to next Skill Check.
III: Targets receive +5 to next Skill Check.

SONG OF TRUTH:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: Aura 5
DURATION: Concentration 4 

The tune you produce compels those that hear it 
to tell the truth. This effect can only trigger once 

per round if in battle.
I:  Creatures within the Aura cannot tell a lie. This 
does not force them to answer a question against 

their will, but they cannot lie if they do. 
II: Creatures now have to answer any questions 
posed to them, even if they don't want to. They 

will be aware that they have been mystically 
forced into doing so. Only one question need be 

answered per WIL check they fail.
III:  Creatures now will not have any memory of 
the conversation that took place under the Song 
of Truth. Aura increases to 10. Targets now only 

reroll WIL checks once every minute.

SUMMER LULLABY:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: CHA Bonus Creatures In 20
DURATION: Instant 

A sleepy song that entices your enemies to 
slumber if they can't resist it.

I: Targets fall asleep for one round.
II: Targets now sleep for CHA Bonus Rounds. 

Range increases to 25.
III: Target changes to All Enemies in 25. Can now 

cast as Concentration 4.

TAUNTING TUNE:
AP: 4   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION: Concentration 3 

You play a tune that taunts your enemies, 
enraging them and making them prone to 

mistakes and bad decisions.
I: Creature will ignore its current target and focus 

on you instead.
II: Creature will now frenzy, attacking a target at 

random.
III: Creature will become Confused, attacking its 

own allies only.



COMMUNE WITH NATURE (SPIRIT)

NATURE CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Object in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with nature powers allows you to 
create small effects in flora and fauna.

I:  You can cause withered plants and flowers to 
grow healthy again by touching them. You can 

bend and reshape wood with your hands.
II:   You can speak with plants and plant creatures. 

Plant creatures deal half damage to you.
III:  You gain 50% Resistance to Poison, Acid, and 

Disease for CHA Bonus minutes.

ACIDIC BELCH:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA vs AGI

TARGET: One Creature In 20
DURATION: Instant 

You channel the aspect of a marsh lizard, spitting 
a ball of acid at your foes.

I: 1d6 Acid Damage.
II: 1d8 + CHA Bonus Acid Damage.

III: 1d10 + CHA Bonus Acid Damage, and Ongoing 
1 Acid Damage for CHA Bonus Rounds

ANIMAL FRIENDSHIP:
AP: 4   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA 3+
TARGET: One Creature in 25 

DURATION:  CHA Bonus Minutes
Your natural affinity with animals allows you to 

speak to, calm, or even recruit them. 
I: You can speak with animals and can both 

understand each other. Friendly animals such as 
mounts become easier to handle and command.
II: Hostile animals are calmed. Neutral animals 
become friendly. Fleeing animals become idle. 

III:  Animal becomes an ally for the duration and 
will fight at your side.

ASPECT OF NATURE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self 
DURATION:  CHA Bonus Rounds

You adopt a skill bonus from one of nature's 
creatures. You can cast this on an ally in reach for 

an additional 2 SP (5 SP Total).
I: Eagle's Sight. +1d4 to AWA or WIS Skill Checks.
II: Lynx's Grace. +1d4 to AGI or DEX Skill Checks.

III: Bear's Might. +1d4 to STR or CON Skill Checks.

ENSNARING ROOTS:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Area 10x10 in 25
DURATION: CHA Bonus Rounds 

You call roots from the ground to wrap around 
your foes, slowing or holding them fast.

I: Creatures within the area lose half their SPD.
II: Creature's within the area must make an 

Escape Check greater than 3+ Your CHR Bonus or 
else be Grabbed for the Duration.

III: Target is Area 20x20 in 50. Grabbed creatures 
now take 1d3 Bludgeoning Damage per round.

NATURE'S GIFT:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: One Creature in Reach
DURATION: CHA Bonus Rounds 

Nature provides the extra punch you need.
I: Natural unarmed attacks (fists, claws, horns, 
fangs) and blowpipes deal an extra 2 damage.

II: Natural unarmed attacks and blowpipes now 
gain +2 to the attack for the duration. 

III: Range increases to 25 feet. Duration increases 
to CHA Score Rounds. Critical Threat +1. Critical 

Hits now deal bonus +1d10 Poison Damage.  

SUMMON BEAST:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHR 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Hour   

You summon a natural creature to aid you for a 
short time. You may immediately spend 5 SP to 

extend its duration at the time of unsummoning.
I: Tier 1 Natural Creature.

II: Tier 2 Natural Creature. Range increases to 25. 
Duration increases to 4 hours.

III:   Tier 3 Natural Creature. Range increases to 
50. Duration increases to 8 hours.

SWARM OF INSECTS:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 5+

TARGET: Area 10x10 in 25
DURATION:  CHA Bonus Rounds  

You summon a host of insects and flying bugs 
from the local flowers and trees. They create an 

area of protection around your allies.
I:  The swarm is so thick it blocks sight. Creatures 
within the area are concealed. Creatures moving 

into the area from outside are subject to 
opportunity attacks from those within. 

II:   The cacophony of buzzing is so loud that 
creatures within or adjacent to the area cannot 

hear beyond 5 feet and enemies take a -1 penalty 
to AWA. Area extends to 15x15 in 50.

III:  The insects bite enemies, dealing 1d6 piercing 
damage per round.  Area extends to 20x20 in 75.

THORN ARMOR:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: One Encounter 

You are wrapped in a layer of protection from the 
very forest itself, granting you added protection 

and retaliation damage to your enemies.
I: +1 Physical Damage Reduction. Unarmed melee 

opponents receive 1d4 piercing damage upon 
striking you.

II: +1 Elemental Damage Reduction. All melee 
opponents receive 1d4 piercing damage upon 

striking you.
III: +2 Damage Reduction from all above sources. 
All melee opponents receive 1d4 piercing damage 

upon striking you and take 2 Ongoing Poison 
Damage per round for CHA Bonus Rounds.

THORNY VENGEANCE:
AP: 4   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA vs AWA

TARGET: One to Four Creatures in 25
DURATION: Instant 

You call long tendrils of vegetation to slap at your 
foes, driving acidic thorns deep into their skin. You 

can send all strikes against one enemy or divide 
them up amongst multiple enemies.

I:  2 strikes of 1d4 Piercing Damage each. 
II: 3 strikes of 1d4 Piercing Damage each. Range 

increases to 50.
III:  4 strikes of 1d4 Piercing Damage each. Range 

increases to 100. Successful hits also deal 1 
ongoing Acid Damage for CHA Bonus Rounds.

VENOMOUS STRIKE:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Permanent Until Triggered 

You channel the aspect of a venomous snake, 
dealing bonus Poison damage on your next hit. 
Effect is doubled if using a blowpipe weapon.

I: Enemy takes Ongoing Poison 1 for CHA Bonus 
Rounds, or until it saves.

II: Enemy takes Ongoing Poison 2 for CHA Score 
Rounds, or until it saves.

III:  Enemy takes Ongoing Poison 3 indefinitely, or 
until it saves.

WALL OF BRAMBLES:
AP: 3   SP: 3   CHECK:  CHA  4+

TARGET: Open Space in 15
DURATION: CHR Bonus Rounds 

You call upon the very roots and branches of the 
forest for defense. The wall blocks line-of-effect.
I: Wall 5x5x5. Can completely conceal doorways.

II: Wall 10x10x5 in 25. Wall sprouts vines that 
slow all creatures adjacent to it to half speed.

III:  Wall 15x15x5. Wall sprouts thorns that deal 
1d4 piercing damage to any creature attempting 

to climb or move adjacent to it.



COMMUNE WITH SPIRITS (SPIRIT)

SPIRIT CANTRIP:
AP: 3   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Object in Reach
DURATION:  Instant   

Your familiarity with spirit powers allows you to 
gain small glimpses of knowledge.

I:  You learn what the weather will be for the next 
four hours. You can decipher which direction you 

are facing, even underground.
II:   You always become immediately aware if 

another Creature is watching you, targeting you 
with a weapon, or means to do you harm.

III:  You add your LUK Die to a Commune With 
Spirits power check.

BATTLE REJUVENATION:
AP: 6   SP: 0   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Concentration 

Warrior spirits bless you with stamina. The 
warrior spirits will not grant this boon to a 

character outside of battle.
I:  Gain SP equal to your CHA Check for each 

round of uninterrupted concentration. 
II: Gain SP equal to your CHA Score for each round 

of uninterrupted concentration.
III:  Gain SP equal to your CHA Check x2 for each 

round of uninterrupted concentration.

DAMAGE ENERGY:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA vs WIL

TARGET: One Creature in 25
DURATION:  One Encounter  

You damage the very spiritual energy of a foe, 
leaving them vulnerable to attacks of all kinds.

I:  Target's WIL is lowered by your CHA Bonus. The 
next power that focuses on the Target's WIL 

defense automatically succeeds. 
II:  Target becomes Vulnerable to Psychic Damage.

III:  This Power now also deals 1d6 Psychic 
Damage.

DETECT LIFE:
AP: 3   SP: 2   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: Aura 100 
DURATION:  CHA Bonus Minutes 

Spirits search a radius around you, returning with 
information about living creatures in the area. 

I: They will tell you the amount and general size of 
creatures, but not specific races or breeds.

II: Radius increases to 1000 feet. Can now discern 
if creatures are humanoid, beast, undead, etc.

III: Radius increases to one mile. Can now discern 
specific races and breeds, and if you know the 

description of a certain individual you can locate 
them within the radius.

DISCERNMENT:
AP: 4   SP: 6   CHECK:  CHR 4+

TARGET: Space within 5
DURATION: One Minute   

You summon a spirit to give you guidance. You 
may ask it any question you wish, but it will only 

answer with one word. Example: “Which direction 
is the temple we seek?”  “NORTH.”

I: Spirit will answer one question. It's answers are 
limited to “Yes” “No” “Perhaps” or “Unknown”. If 

the question can not be answered with one of 
these words it will remain silent.

II: Spirit will answer two questions. It may now 
use any word to answer.

III: Spirit will answer three questions, or CHA 
Bonus questions (whichever is higher.) 

Additionally, you may ask the spirit to lead you to 
a location or item or answer a question by 

showing you something. If the destination is 
outside of 100 feet, the spirit will lead you along 
the correct path up to 100 feet away and then 

dissipate. 

DRUID CIRCLE:
AP: 3   SP: 4   CHECK:  CHA 5+

TARGET: Area 10x10 in 25
DURATION: CHA Bonus Rounds 

The spirit world guards against Arcane or Divine 
power, creating a wall that those spells and 

prayers can not enter or leave.
I: When Duration ends you may elect to continue 

Druid Circle for Concentration 3.
II: Target is now 15x15 in 50. You can elect to cast 

this centered on yourself (Aura 5), allowing the 
area to move with you.

III: Area is now 20x20 in 75 or Aura 10. Allies 
within area now gain +1 to all defenses. 

IDENTIFY CREATURE:
AP: 3   SP: 1   CHECK:  CHA 3+

TARGET: One Creature in Line-Of-Sight
DURATION: Instant

You use the endless knowledge of worldly spirits 
to help identify your foes.

I: You learn the type and level of the creature.
II: You learn the creature's specific resistances and 

vulnerabilities, if they have any. This includes 
physical features such as carapaces or weak spots. 

III:  You learn the creature's HP and general 
powers, including movement speed and spells. 

Specific power facts, such as how much damage a 
spell does or how much SP it costs to cast, are not 

revealed to you.

SPIRIT HEALING:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

You petition the spirits to grant you or an ally 
physical healing.

I: You receive Heal Check + CHA Bonus HP.
II: One ally receives HP equal to your Heal Check + 

CHA Bonus.
III: All allies in Aura 5 including you receive HP 

equal to your Heal Check + CHA Bonus.

SPIRIT WALKER:
AP: 3   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 4+

TARGET: Self
DURATION: Instant 

Your body shifts into the spirit world for a few 
seconds, moving around and through other 

creatures, unseen and unfelt. Terrain and other 
effects including opportunity attacks are ignored. 

This can be omni-directional movement.
I: You move your normal movement speed.

II: You move 2x your normal movement speed, 
and creatures you move through must succeed a 

WIL save or else take 1d4 Psychic Damage.
III: You now return to the mortal realm in a wave 
of explosive energy, dealing 1d6 Psychic damage 

to all creatures in Aura 5 at the end of your 
movement.

1000 SPIRITS:
AP: 4   SP: 5   CHECK:  CHA 5+

TARGET: One Creature In Reach
DURATION:  CHA Bonus Rounds  

You call upon a host of spirits to aid you in battle, 
granting you cascading damage against a foe.

I:  Make one weapon or unarmed attack against 
the Target for free as part of this Power. Each time 
you deal damage to the Target, the total damage 
gains a bonus equal to the total number of times 
you have damaged it, starting at a damage bonus 

of 1 on the first hit.
II:   This effect now includes attacks by your allies. 

Duration changes to CHA Check Rounds.
III:  The Duration changes to Permanent. 

Additionally, each time the Target receives 
damage, the minimum damage it takes is equal to 

the last damage it took +1.


